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NSU SE FOREST UPDATE Sept 198?

1/- CLearfelling continues in the

National Estate forests in the

vicinity of Eden in south eastern

NSU. These forests have been

ecognised by the Australian

Heritage Commission as the «ost

biologically significant in the

region.

21- In early July, an agreement was

signed between the NSU and ederal

Governments in an attempt to

resolve the protracted onflict

between both governments over the

future of these forests.

3/- The agreement has been condemned

by conservationists, as it rovides

no worthwhile protection for the high

conservation value 0rests of the

region. In our view, the Federal

Government has reneged on its

responsibi Lity to protect the

forests, which are under assault

from the Japanese wooden ipping

industry supported by a reactionary

N.S.W. State Government.

4/- Part of the agreement entailed

the setting up of a biological

resources study to examine the

ecological values of the National

Estate Forests in the region and

evaluate alternatives to Logging

those forests, Unfortunately, the

terms of reference of the study

are unacceptably narrow, the study

team has been stacked with

'foresters' (ecologists are not

sufficiently represented) and the NSU

government has stated that it will

only accept the study team'

s

recommendations 'subject to wood

availability' This is a catch-all

escape clause for the NSU

government

.

6/- lleanwhile, logging is continuing

in several thousand hectares of the

SE National Estate Forest

Conservationists are opposing it

with an escalating program of

non-violent direct action Over 500

protestors were arrested in this

campaign between February and June

this year Mass arrests then stopped

for. lid-winter, but will now resume

with the arrival of spring.

7/- Of particular concern is a

roading operation which has

already begun through the

Coolangubra wilderness. This is the

region's major remaining wilderness

area. If this is allowed to

con t i nue, the Coo langubra 1

s

wilderness values will be severely

damaged within a few months,

8/ Conservationists are urgently

appealing for help with this

campaign. Two kinds of help are

useful. Firstly, write to Federal and

N.S.W. State politicians

expressing your concern and

outrage. (especially to Bob Hawke,

Prime Minister, Parliament House,

Canberra, Australia) Thirdly, if you

are able to join the direct" action,

contact Adam U i 1 1son or Dav id

Williams, C/'o the Sega Network

Centre, tel 064/923P66
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117 NATIVES ARRESTED

As of today t 117 natives have been

arrested in Sarawak for blockading

roads constructed and used by the

timber companies.

The arrests have taken place in the

Baram and Limbang division of

Sarawak. Among those detained include

a number of women. This is

the first time the State has

arrested women for putting up

blockades.

PENAN WANT TO REMAIN IN PRISON

On 29 September 1989, the 87 Penans

who were arrested in the Baram

area were produced in the Marudi

Magistrate's Court. They were

charged under Section 906 of the

Forest Ordinance which makes it an

offense for anyone who obstructs

logging roads. All the accused

pleaded 'not guilty 1 to the

charges. The court

agreed to release the accused if

they are able to produce a

surety each. However, all the

accused have decided to remain in

prison. Many of those arrested were

quoted as saying that Logging

has drastically destroyed and

diminished their homes and

their source of food, medicine and

water. Staying in prison,

thus, will ensure that they are

certain of getting some food,

said the Penans.

It is Learnt that the 87 Penans

were taken back on the

following day, to be remanded at the

prison in M i r i

.

It is yet to be known when the

rest of the natives arrested

will be produced in Court and

charged. They are being kept in

police Lock-ups under remand orders

granted by the Magistrates

Court. It seems to be the practice of

the court to automatically

order a 14-day remand on those

arrested when they are produced in

court- This practice is highly

questionable. Under the Law,

arrested persons can only be

remanded if police investigations

e*re genuinely pending, Uith regards

to the arrests in Sarawak,

there is usually no police

investigation after the persons are

arrested. The natives are being kept

in remand purely to harass

them.

PRESS BLACKOUT ON NATIVE BLOCKADES TO

HALT FOREST DESTRUCTION

Native peoples in Sarawak's fast

vanishing forests have appealed to

Survival International to gain

press coverage for their

continuing struggle against Loggers.

In the past three weeks 117 native

people have been arrested for

setting up barricades to halt the

Logg i ng of the i r ancest ra L lands

.

The blockades and arrests continue

but the Malaysian Government has

blacked out any coverage of the

issue in the national press.

Meanwhile reports from Sarawak

i nd i cate that logg i ng is now

continuing 24 hours a day with the

use of floodlights.

Malaysian sensitivity to the

conflict between the native Oayaks

and loggers has heightened recently

as the country prepares to host the

Commonwealth Heads of Government

meeting in mid-October.



Govt, Study leaked

CONf IDEffTlAL REPORT REVEALS CULTURAL

GENOCIDE IN THE RAIKFOPFSTS

Of BORNEu

A cultural genocide on native tribes

in Borneo has taken place through

several years veil hidden from the

outside world. This is revealed in a

confidential report which the Danish

Rainforest Group Nepenthes has

recently come into possession of.

The report was prepared by Malaysian

Government officials. The purpose

of the report back in 1987 was to

examine if the tribal peoples'

year- Long protests against Logging of

their rainforest hones was

justified. The report establishes

that the tribal people certainly

have good reason to protest , so the

report was immediately made

confidential. The revealing of the

confidential report is quite

embarrassing for Malaysia, as the

country since 1987 has established

itself as the world s number one

exporter of tropical hardwood. Even

though the government *s own

report documents that the culture

and means of survival of the tribal

people vanish with the forest, the

timber companies have been allowed

to continue their destructive work.

According to the report the tribe

suffering the most is the Penan.

Their hunter-gatherer culture is

completely dependent on tracts of

virgin rainforest. In co-operation

with other tribes the Penan

organised blockades across timber

roads back in 1987. For seven months

the blockades effectively stopped the

timber transport in much of

Sarawak. Then the police and military

broke down the blockades and

reopened the roads for the Logging

companies. This has happened

despite the fact that on paper the

rights of the tribal people are

secure. Many Penan have been arrested

for their part in the blockades,

Japan is the Largest importer of

tropical woods from Malaysia,

taking more than half of the

amount produced. Europe also

imports Large amounts. In June

1988 the EEC recommended an

immediate boycott of tropical timber

imports from Sarawak, but the EEC

has not imposed the ban.

The Rainforest Group Nepenthes

believes that the foreign imports of

Malaysian timber must be kept under

control. This is the only way to

stop the rainforest Logging in

Sarawak and the only way to secure

the future of the tribal peopLe in

their rainforest homes.

Source: Nepenthes, Centre for

Humanoko log i, Aarhus Universitet,

Finlandsgrade 26, DK-8200 Aarhus N,

DANHARK, Ph:06 163723<ons9-12)

LT.T.O

WlittewasH

Feafecl

The native people of Sarawak fear

that a fact -finding mission due to

visit the area in November will be a

whitewash, manipulated by the

Government for its own publicity

purposes,

A top-level mission from the

International Timber Trade

Organisation (ITTO) is to come

and i nves t i gate the Logg i ng

situation in Sarawak in November.

The fact that the Malaysian

government is allowing the mission

indicates that it is very worried

by the international campaign to

halt the Logging of tribal Lands

and boycott Sarawak hardwoods,

which has been gaining momentum

since early 1988. Reports in the

Large Iy government -controlled

Malaysian press indicate that the

authorities are expecting the

mission wi LI "clear Malaysia's

name". The native peopLe fear that the

mission wi L not address the central

issue: that timber concessions are

on land which is theirs by right,

and that Logging is destroying the

forests they depend on to live.

Although primarily concerned with

the economics of the tiwber

industry, the ITTO is obliged by its

mandate to "encourage the

sustainable utilisation

conservation of tropical forests and

to maintain the ecological balance in

the regions concerned." It is a

United Nations chartered organisation

made up of countries that are users

and consumers of tropical timber.

It is estimated that 3 ha. of forest

i s chopped down in Malaysia ever

y

minute - the fastest rate in the

world. Little will be left by 1996

(see accompanying article on the

Penan)

,

WHAT YOU CAN DO:

It is vital that the ITTO is urged

to give proper consideration to the

impact logging is having on local

peoples, Your personally written

Letter, written as a reflection of

public opinion, really will make an

impact. PLEASE WRITE, using the

following points as a guide. Please

be courteous:

Datuk Dr. Freeiailah Chee Yeom

Executive Director,

International Timber Trade

Organisation,

Sanggyo Boeki Centre Building,

2 Yamashita-Cho, Naka-ku,

Yokohama, Japan 231

.

*It is welcome news that the ITTO

is sending the mission to

investigate the impact of the

logging.

*It is disturbing that the mission's

"terms of reference" do not mention

the native people's situation.

* Denied legal rights to their

Lands, native peoples have been

driven to erect barricades to protect

their Lands.

^Logging is enderiining the

economies of the native peopLe who

depend on the forest for hunting,

fishing and gathering,

* Logging violates theirm customary

rights to their lands, which are

recognised in Sarawakian Law and in

the constitution.

4



$0 THIS IS WHAT WE'RE UP AGAINST!

THE PRIME MINISTER OF MALAYSIA'S ADDRESS

TO THE NINTH CONFERENCE OF THE HEADS OF STATE OF

GOVERNMENT OF THE NON-ALIGNED MOVEMENT IN BELGRADE,

4TH-7TH SEPTEMBER 1989:

EXCERPT:

"In Malaysia a campaign is being waged by outsiders to

force a primitive jungle tribe, the Penan, to remain

primitive on the grounds that this is their right.

That these people Live a miserable Life, without

the amenities that other Malaysians enjoy, is not

given any thought. That these people suffer from all

sorts of diseases and consequently have a shorter

Life-span is ignored. The outsiders want to retain

the so-called picturesque way of Life of these

unfortunate people forever. They are to remain museum

pieces.

"The sympathy for the Penan is hypocritical. All these

so-caLLed environmentalists are interested in is to

prevent tropical timber from competing with temperate

softwood.

"Yet reafforestation is a natural process in the

raindrenched tropics. These forests regenerate without

need for replanting and the trees grow the whole year

round

.

11

A RESPONSE:

To anyone who has even the most superficial knowledge of

what is happening to the Penan tribe, these

assertions are obviously false and not worth serious

consideration. However because they are made by the

Malaysian Prime Minister for an international audience

it is important that they do not go unchallenged, I

would therefore like to deal with of these assertions.

Firstly, the claim that the campaign to stop the logging

is being waged by outsiders. Several hundred Penan and

other tribespeople are currently blockading Logging

roads on their Land. These are the most recent of a

series of blockades that the Penan have set up over the

Last three years. Hundreds of Penan have been arrested

in that time -117 of them in the three weeks after they

set up their current blockades on Sept. 10th 1989.

This can be verified in numerous news items in

Malaysian papers over the Last 3 years - a fact that

the Prime Minister could not fail to be aware of.

When the Prime Minister implies that the Penan would be

better off if they were no Longer Leading their

"primitive" Lifestyle one is compelled to ask, who

should be the judge? Surely it should be the Penan

themselves. The fact that they are protesting so strongly

about the Logging shows very clearly what they would

think of the Prime Minister's claim.

It is most interesting to Look at what the Malaysian

Government itself has said about the impact of Logging on

the Penan. In 1987 a confidential report on the Penan

was prepared by Malaysia government officials. Here

is a direct quote from the report:

"...below are the effects of Logging on the Penan:-

* reduction of food resources including wild

animals as a result of felling trees by Loggers.

* reduction of raw materials for making handicrafts

such as mats, baskets, blowpipes etc.,

* pollution of streams and rivers

* disruption of normal activities of the Penan as a

result of competition for forest resources with timber

companies.

"

There is therefore Little doubt that the Penan

are being seriously disadvantaged by the

Logging of their Land. There is no doubt that the

Penan are the rightful and traditional owners and that

the Logging operations are ilLegaL There is no doubt

that their culture would not survive the destruction

of the forest that gave birth to it, and given the

blockades and statements the Penan themselves have

made in their efforts to stop the Logging, there can be

no doubt that the Penan themselves prefer their present

"miserable Life" (the Prime Minister's words) to the

one that the Malaysian authorities have in store for

them.

The assertion that forests regrow naturally in the

tropics is, through ignorance or intention,, grossly

misleading* There have been numerous attempts to prove

that rainforests can be logged on a sustainable basis.

Not one of these attempts has succeeded. A refutation of

this myth can be found in the Rainforest Information

Centre's "World Rainforest Report" of July 1989,

There is no justification for the continuation of the

Logging and the case put forward by the Prime Minister is

seen to be without foundation on even the most cursory

examination of the facts.

However, what he has to say about the

international debt situation is worthy of consideration:

"the only real solution to the debt crisis is to write

off the whole or nearly the whole of the debts owing."

The resentment of so-called third-world countries for

richer countries that preach to them about environmental

degradation yet are to a targe extent responsible for

the pressures which bring it about is understandable.

For real change in the state of the world's environment

to occur, the richer countries need to get their own

house in order and to acknowledge that their debt to

the poorer countries is in fact far greater than any

debt the poor owe them, whatever their account booics &ay

claim.

John Revington, Rainforest Information Centre, Lismore,

Australia. ^



KS.W
Rainforest.

fcy Dattan Pugk

New South Wales should be Loudly

condemned for the destruction and

devastation it is inflicting on its

rainforest. Already over 75% of

the rainforest present in NSW a mere

200 years ago has been obliterated

and over half the remnant stands

degraded by logging. Only some 8%

of what then existed is now

protected in National Parks and

Nature Reserves.

There is in the order of 463 000

ha. of primary rainforest left in

NSW (Note that this figure varies

dramatically from Forestry

Commission estimates because they

exclude the rainforest species Brush

Box) and some 382 000 ha. of

secondary rainforest. Of the 440 000

ha. of primary rainforest That occurs

on the north coast of NSW some 52%

is in State Forest, 71 is on other

Crown Lands, 202 is on private

property and 21% is on National Parks

or Nature Reserves. For the 347 000

ha* of the secondary rainforest on

the north coast the percentages

are 49%, fiX, 29%

respectively.

and 14%

Rainforest

Brush Box

clear

often

stands

are being

felled, burnt

converted to

weeds.

containing

virtually

and then

eucalypt

Individual'plantation' or

trees hundreds and even thousands

of years old are being felled at

an a Larm i ng rate th roughout

northern New South Wales. Brush Sox

alone represent 21% of the timber

cut on the north coast in the year

1986/87, and in some Forestry

Commission Management Areas it is

expected to represent up to 40% of

the timber cut over the next 20

years.

tralta
around the

rainforests

Upper Hastings valley

are being Logged on a

50% canopy retention basis to supply

veneer ah Us at Wauchope and

Grafton, despite the fact that

there are ample sources of

alternative timbers and strategies,

NORTH WASHPOOL

In the North WashpooL area and

Recently people from the North

East Forest Alliance staged a two

week blockade at North uashpool and

Managed to temporarily halt

Logging and a massive road being

pushed into virgin rainforest.

Similar actions are planned for the

Hastings Valley,

Aside from the reserved areas (some

8 000 ha,) and steep (over 30

degrees) unloggable country all the

primary rainforest the Commission

controls are to be Logged

indefinitely on a selective basis.

Roads are being pushed through

virgin stands indiscriminately and

vast areas are being

degraded/eliminated by fire.

Secondary rainforests are

rainforests that have regenerated

after fire (typically dominated by

Flooded Gum) or are expanding

through a fire ecotone (dominated by

Tallowwood, Sydney Blue Gum and a

variety of other eucalypts) . These

two are being virtually clear

felled (sometimes including

wooden ipping operations), burnt and

converted to 'plantations 1 of fast

growing eucalypts or being overrun by

lantana

.

Rainforests on Crown Lands are

rapidly being converted to

freehold title (sometimes for as

little as S1 an acre), logged to

"fully realize the Crown's assets",

and then Left , often to

unmerciful Landholders.

It is sickening to visit once

pristine rainforest and see

ancient giants reduced to stumps

with bits and pieces strewn about,

vast scars ripped through the

forest, seas of weeds, blackened

vistas and other perpetrations of

our supposedly civilized society. It

is disgusting to know that there is

no end in sight to this abuse

The fact that there are only a

handful of people in the whole of

NSW who are trying to do something

about it is shaaefuL How

hypocritical for any residents of

NSU to allow this monstrous abuse

to continue and then to point their

finger at other people and tell

them not to Log their rainforests!

The world should be condemning us.

Will the residents of NSW

continue to ignore the plight of

their rainforests, or will they

finally awaken and do something

about it?

Contact: Dai Lan or Fiona

North East Forest Alliance

The Big Scrub Environment Centre

Keen St,, Lismore 2480 Phone 213 278

A SUMMARY OF THE NORTH

UASHPOOL SAGA

After a highly successful blockade

held at North WashpooL in August

(15 arrests), road construction by

the Forestry Commission has been

halted for at Least 6 months pending

the completion of an archeo logical

survey of aboriginal sites by the

Commission in conjunction with the

National Parks and Wildlife Service.

The North East Forest Alliance will

also have the Commission in court

within the next few weeks over their

failure to complete an E.I.S. for the

proposed roadworks and logging

operations.

Further information:

NEFA, (066 ) 213 278



Pegasus*. It Pays to Kiltarney Glen.
Belong:

1

RA.G.'s take note)

If you have a computer, you can

now communicate with other

computer users by way of a Local

telephone call. The system is

cheaper than SID, ISD, fax or

telex. It can be used locally,

nationally or globally. Its only

shortcoming is that interplanetary

cotiHBunication has not yet been

perfected.

Pegasus enables organ i sat tons I ike

the ftainforest Information Centre,

as well as individuals, to

communicate with each other on

EarthNet, an international network

of environment groups, human rights

groups, political parties, peace

groups, journalists, research

institutions and others. Thousands of

users are part of the network and

the numbers are growing rapidly.

At R.I.C., we have found that being

part of EarthNet has meant that we

receive information far more quickly

and reliably than we did when we

depended on postal services. Much of

the information in the World

Rainforest Report is available to

us through EarthNet. Ue also have

access to a far greater range

of information. instead of

depending on other people making

a judgement about whether we should

receive a particular piece of news,

we are able to decide for ourselves

by regularly reading the shared

information to be found in computer

conferences. That also means we

are able to disseminate information

far more quickly and efficiently.

And also, it saves a hell of a Lot

of paper!

The cost of belonging to Pegasus is

probably the most surprising thing

(check out their rates,)

This may read like an ad., but its

all true.

Pegasus Networks

P.O. Box 424,

Byron Bay, 2481 Australia.

Phone; 066 856 789

THE ULTIMATE BUREAUCRATIC

BUNGLE ?

If Federal Ministers, Kim

Beaz ley. (Defence) and Stewart West,

(Administrative Services) have

their way, a piece of natural

paradise in the Gold oa^t

H inter '.and, known as K i I tarney ^en,

will be used as part of a Live

firing range "to absorb ray

bullets and ricochets", and 80

year old pensioner Mr Pat

Fitzgerald and his family will be

evicted from the land they have

been trying to preserve for public

recreation since the iid-1960's.

At Ki Harney Falls on the 30th of

Ju ly 1 989 , a group of over 1 00

concerned citizens voted unanimously

to declare JCillarney Glen an

enviromental park. Donations are

needed to cover legal costs in the

battle to save ICt Harney Glen and

people to maintain a vigil on site

are also urgently needed.

If you can help, write to:

Mr. P. Fitzgerald, 83 Highfield

St./Q.L.O. 4077 or phone CO?) 372

4258 for further details

Or you could write a letter to

either ; the Prime Minister ,

Minister Beailey or Senator

Richardson.

C/O PARLIAMENT HOUSE

CANBERRA A.CJ 2600 Australia

FOREST PROTEST HITS CAR YARD

A group of environmentalists

yesterday staged a protest at

Pratten's New Auto Centre,

Lismore, against rainforest

destruction in Sarawak, Malaysia.

The Lismore Rainforest

Information Centre believes the

Mitsubishi company is heavi ly

*

involved in rainforest destruction

through its subsidiary logging

company, Daiya Malaysia

A spokesisan for the centre, Mr,

George Marshall, said Pratten's was

asked to forward a letter signed

by 15 people to the president of

Mitsubishi in Tokyo. Mr. Marshall

said the protesters wanted

Mitsubishi to withdraw from

rainforest timber operations and

rainforest timber importing.

Pratten's sales manager, Mr. Frank

CeLedin, said he would pass the

letter on to Mitsubishi Motors

Japan. Mr. Celedin said he believed

in in the preservation of

rainforests and agreed in

principle with what the protesters

were doing, "But what should be

realised is that the motor car

industry is a corcpletely

autonomous body, and not part of the

logging industry", he said.

The protest was part of a national

and international campaign against

the "destruction of tropical

rainforest in Sarawak, Malaysia, by

Japanese companies/'

.from The Northern Star

9/9/89



BooVRevtew
. SEEING THE RAINFORESTS in

19th-century Australia

Now you see it, now

you don't

How is the rainforest viewed by

those who destroy it? If this book

about the rainforests in 1?th

century Austral ia is any

indication, they can simultaneously

appreciate its beauty and have no

compunction about chopping it down.

One particular writer praises the

beauty of the rainforest and

then nakes the extraordinary

statement, "province after

province has been rescued from the

wilderness already, and the grand

work is likely to go on."

In his preface Rod Ritchie says

of the people who saw the

rainforests: "the majority of their

reactions were moulded by the society

which they lived,

"

Nineteenth -century Australia was

apparent Ly a society in which the

concept of rescuing' Lane t~om

wilderness was accepted. Since

white people first came to

Australia, three quarters of the

country's rainforest has been

"rescued". The history recorded in

this book is to my lind a

conclusive indictment of society in

which "goals were primarily

economic".

I was particularly impressed with
i

the illustrations. There are plenty

of them, aany in colour, and all of

them are contemporary drawings or

paintings. They also give valuable

insights into the way rainforest was

viewed last century.

This quote from the preface

provides a good reason for reading

this book: "Being aware of the past

puts the present problems of

rainforest deforestation in

perspective, 11

Thank God they didn't have chainsaws

8

IF IT HOVES SHOOT IT - IF

STANDING STILL CUT IT DOWN DEPT.

ITS

In the great pioneer tradition

of their bovine-fancying

forefathers Queens Land pastoral i sts

have once again taken up the

gauntlet in their holy war against

standing trees.

In response to a surge in overseas

beef demand (no-one is saying what

will happen if this notoriously

fickle market goes into an equally

unexpected decline) the cow

fraternity, represented by the

Queens land government and

Agricultural authorities are

promoting the idea of a war of

extinction against the trees of the

Queensland grasslands. Aircraft will

be employed to drop pellets

containing GRASLAN a herbicide with

a three year Life span onto areas

threatened by the arboreal invader.

With shades of Apocalypse Now and

Agent Orange ELANCO the

manufacturer of this wonderful

defoliant boast that "up to 400

hectares per day can be treated

by one skilled GRASLAN

applicator".

The long-term results of this kind

of bloody-minded activity are

predictable, the ecologically fragile

woodlands hold together the shallow

salinization fro* the

watertable and massive

degradation through erosion.

rising

Land

Native fauna, especially the

unproductive and sexually

promiscuous koala vill be

obliterated from one of its last

surviving strongholds.

Unmoved by pleas to recall the

previous acts of environmental

Lunacy which have been such a

feature of our occupation of this

Land and learn from them, the

Queensland Department of

Agriculture appears tp be rubbing

its hands in gleeful anticipation

of the forthcoming carnage.

If you are at all concerned about

the impending destruction of some 5

billion trees (source: SMH 3/7/89)

you are requested to send an urgent

Letter to :

Sob Hawke or Sen. Graham Richardson

Parliament House,

Canberra ACT 2600

reminding thea that a promise to

plant a billion trees is worth very

Li it If if 5 billion are destroyed in

the ensuing time.

Report compiled by Tim White

-present*-*

APOCALYPSE1*

999$, 8

COMING TO A QLD FOREST SOON /



BWIU. Ban Rainforest

Timbers in Victoria
The alarmist threat by NigeL

Goldsmith, Secretary of the Plywood

Association of Australia: that the

decision by the Victorian branch

of the Building Workers Industrial

Union (BUIU) to ban rainforest

timbers f row building sites aeans

that "the building industry in

Victoria has now effectively

stopped. "(SHU October 17) is

nothing but a scare tactic. Canadians

and others have no problem making

throw-away formwork for casting

cement without threatening the

very future of the planet by

dismantling the rainforests.

It is exactly this connection that we

refuse to make; Our choices as

consumers unwittingly threaten one to

three million species of plants and

animals with extinction between now

and the turn of the century. This

figure is conceded by all authorities

and, of this Loss, 50 to 80% will

be the result of rainforest

destruction.

However, a rainforest timber boycott

is not enough - we need to help

create sustainable forestry systems

in countries like Malaysia that will

be severely affected should the bans

on rainforest products from

unsusta i nab L e sources become

widespread as they appear to be

doing. Of course it must be

remembered that whether or not we

buy their timber, they will be just

as severely affected 7 or 8 years

from now which is when (according to

Japanese timber industry sources -

the main purchaser of rainforest

timbers) the 24-hour a day floodlit

carnage runs out of forest in

Malaysia.

How can we be giving advice to other

countries about saving their huge

rainforests (as Bob Hawke recently

tried to do) when we can J

t even

protect the 1/4 of 12 of Australia's

Land area covered by rainforests (and

containing, it is believed, more than

1/3 of all of our native species of

plants and animals)?

Rainforest destruction can be stopped

by the actions of ordinary people

understanding the desperate urgency

of their situation and deciding to

add their voice to the overwhelming

majority of Australian who favour

rainforest protection. Lets get this

issue settled in Australia once and

for all.

As the only deve Loped country

containing substantial areas of

rainforest, Australia is the obvious

country to lead the world in measures

to protect these fragile and

vulnerable systems. However, to do

this we have to clean up our own act

too. From the Laudable actions of

the BUIU to the recent order by a

high-ranking Melbourne Police

Officer of 500 blue and white

"Police for Rainforests" bumper

stickers, we express our concern,

BUIU

500 Swanson St

Carlton 3053

Melbourne

write the BUIU

strongly supporting their action.

}4ov2f~T>ec2+.
Once again the RIC's rainforest

roadshow will Liven things up

between the Sunshine Coast of Qld.

and Adelaide from November 25 to

about December 25 when the show heads

for New Zealand,

The show will consist of Washington

Earth First! bard Dana ("I am an

Animal") Lyons, Oregon Earth First!

organiser Mickey DuLas, John Seed

of the RIC just returned from

6-months of roadshows in Europe ana

North America, Charley Daniel of

O B'-ack Rainbow, Gum (Hark SroowhaU)

and Penny Young.

The ail of the show will be to

inspire and crank up born-again

unstoppable no -compromise action in

defense of mother Earth. Ue will

have fantastic music, a rave about

the radical ecology urcvement

worldwide, a rave about Australian

RAG's Leading the world and a world

rainforests slide show. This show

definitely promises to be the best

one yet. Ue hope to encourage a

summer of environmental action in

the SE NSU forests, Uashpool and

elsewhere as weLL as creating and

increasing membership for RAGs and

supporting the Penan and others

struggling to protect their

rainforest homes.

As well as the roadshows, John seed

will be conducting four two-day

Council of All Beings workshops -

Sunshine Coast, SE NSW forests,

Melbourne Hills and outside Adelaide.

All profits from the roadshows will

go to the forests - we will be

supporting both Australian actions

in the NE NSU rainforests and the

SE NSU wooden ip actions, and the

struggle of the Penan for their

forests in Sarawak.

Ring the RIC (066)218505 for the

name of your Local roadshow

organiser if you can help with

organisation, putting up posters

etc.

Nov* 2h- 26 CAB Sunshine Coast

Dec ,

27 Nambour
28 Maleny
29 Brisbane
30 Nimbin
1 Murwillumbah
2 Mullumbimby
3 Lismore
k Graf ton

5 Bellingen
6 Elands
7 Newcastle
8-10 CAB SE forests

10 Bega

11 Sydney
12 Canberra
13 Melbourne
15 Melbourne
15-17 CAB Adelaide
19 Apollo Bay
21-23 CAE Melbourne
2 b first gig



Interview with John Seed
RAINFOREST ACTIVIST JOHN SEED SPENT

5 MONTHS THIS YEAR SPEAKING AND

RUNNING ENVIRONMENTAL WORKSHOPS IN

THE U.S. THIS IS PART OF AN

INTERVIEW HE DID FOR A RADIO STATION

WHILE HE WAS THERE.

INTERVIEWER: To your wind does it

have to be an economic answer to

the Amazonian problem? Tne answers

are very complex and need much more

than a group of people shouting at

Brazil/' stop doing that" - right?

SEED: We are the ones that have the

money, and we are the ones paying

the money to destroy tbe rainforest -

its not being done by poor people

, its being done by big caterpillars

and earth moving machinery funded by

the world Bank and other aid

agencies. We are also the ones

with the money to protect it if

we understand we are not talking

about aid and generosity. It

concerns the survival of the human

race, and thats what we are talking

about with atmospheric problems as

well. The two *eave mto each

other. Rainforest destruction in

Brazi I last year for instance

contributed 10 % of the greenhouse

gases released into the earth's

atmosphere. So ail these problems

are interlinked and they are

threats to our continued existence as

a species. There is much evidence

now that these biological systems are

part of the regulatory control

mechanisms that create the climate

and the atmosphere of the world.

These things aren't just given. We

don't just have a climate. We don't

just have an atmosphere. It's

constantly being maintained . If we

understand that our existence as a

species is imperilled then perhaps

we'll Mobilise the resources and

the intelligence to deal with it. At

the moment it's just business as

usual and throwing a few sops towards

this problem.

INTERVIEWER: In your mind what would

it take - the forgiving of the

Brazi Li an debt?

SEED: Definitely. In fact not iust

forgiving the debt but really

looking at why after all these

centuries of exploitation do they

owe us money. The first thing is -

who devised this system of

accounting? The second thing is to

realise that in order to get to this

level of economic development we've

destroyed, in the so-called

developed world, so many of the

natural eye Les which are the Life

support systems of the earth. If we

want to protect the world

environment, which we can't exist

without, then the place to do that is

in what we call the Third World, We

need to stop treating the forest /

the wetlands and the rest of the

environment in the Third World as

mere resources and start seeing them

as the oxygen factories and

climate factories that they are.

Then we need to start protecting

thai because we've got the money

and they've got the oxygen.

INTERVIEWER: It becomes a question

of sovereignty as well. For example

the Brazilian environment minister

said quite openly/ this is our

country , we'll do what we want

and we won't countenance someone

else telling us what to do. I

think that probably most nations

would respond that way . How do you

think we can overcome that?

lO

SEED; Well, we're telling them what

to do all the time through the

debt. We are telling thea what their

economic policies have to be, what

their social welfare policies have to

be and if the worst came to the

worst we could be using that debt to

protect the forests. One simple and

immediate mechanism could be to do

exactly as we are doing now, but use

the debts as collateral on the

continued existence of the biological

systems we all need to survive. 11

As

Long as the forests remain you don't

have to pay any of your debt.,.".

Can we understand, with a real

spirit of good wilt ,that we are now

the Last human generation that can

allow the continued survival and

evolution of complex life on earth?

Host people don't yet comprehend

that this is the case. Compare the

present situation to the world of

1938. In 1939 things changed because

we understood the situation we were

in. No-one said, this war is too

expensive and it means I can't play

golf - we understood this wasn't a

trivial thing. We have to understand

now we are not talking about

scenery, nor wildlife; we are

talking about the continued

existence of complex Life on earth.

David Suzuki said at the Stein

Festival to 16,00 people a couple of

weeks ago, that Less than 10

years remains before the point of no

return is passed in many of the

J *curves that are pushing us right

off the graph at the moment. I

believe that this can be demonstrated

now.

INTERVIEWER: ....How do you know you

can win?

SEED: I don't know I can win, and

if I was a gambling man I wouldn't

bet on it at all because the odds

would be very very long indeed For

rtie this brings me to the other part

of my work. I've been travelling for

5 months now this year and did the

same Last year setting up rainforest

presentations during the week and on

the weekends facilitating workshops

called " The Council of ALL Beings"



.fter Td been into this for about 5

years I realised it wasn't a totter

of information because people know.

In Australia they knew, and I

realised that the psychological or

spiritual malaise that underlies

this needs to be tackled wore

directly. This can't be a single

issue at a time. A real turning point

in the direction of the species is

required. There is so Little time

that unless everyone suddenly gets

an urgent need to survive that

overrides their previous

considerations, it's too late for

anything to work. That was the

conclusion I came to ,so I started to

ask what light be done in that

direction. Through these enquiries

and talking with people, especially

Arne Naess who is the Emeritus

Professor of Philosophy at Oslo

University/ Norway, with his

description of Deep Ecology, and

other academics in the US, I began

to see that we are so denatured from

Living in cities that we are

isolated from nature. The separation

we feeL from nature is so profound

that our sense of identity has shrunk

so that is a kind of a social or

cultural identity - we no Longer

identify with the biology that

underlies all of Life .

INTERVIEWER: Can we pull it off?

Can we turn it around?

SEED: I haven't got a clue and I

think anyone who pretends to be able

to answer this I see as someone whose

einxiety requires them to have some

kind of a false hope. I don't see

how we can possibly have any

confidence that we can turn it

around. But on the other hand,

here we are - Its Like we've thrown

heads for 4,000 million years . If

you throw tails once you are

extinct. Most things that ever were

are now extinct. We are survivors.

Everything that exists today has

proved its ability to survive

th rough unbe L i evab L e advers i ty

,

going back through ice ages and the

incredible events that have taken

place in this world that we know

about/ and our ancestors survived all

of those . That gives me a certain

kind of cocky bravado 1 suppose, to

be related to all of that, whereas if

I just identified with the 16,000

year old history of who owes how

much to whO/ and who killed who and

those kinds of things, well I would

just throw up my hands and that'd

be the end of it. There is nothing

there that would offer any hope for

INTERVIEWER: John Seed thanks very

much. Good tuck.

Book Review.

FIGHT FOR THE FOREST
Chi co Mendes - In His Own Words

Published by Latin American Bureau

Ltd., London.

11

He Left us a movement. His life and

his death transformed his name

into a symbol of struggle, faith

and hope for a better world, for

the peoples of the forest and for all

of us.

" Chi co the worker, Chico

ecologist/ Chico the pacifist."

the

"But if we don t sell our food,

how can we earn the money we need

to buy 't back sgain?"

These words by Candido Grzybowski

are from a pamphlet containing the

interview with Chico Nendes that

forms the basis of chis book, a

tribute tp the bravery and

the workers' resistance movement in

Brasilia and Xapuri in the state of

Acre, They work under constant

threat of death and intimidation by

the wealthy landowners who have

started their own Lobby group, the

Rural Democratic Union CU.0.P). This

association wields much power and

influence by virtue of its wealth and

appears to be the source of much of

the now common rural violence

directed against the union workers

and activists

The chief target of the UDR is the

Na t i ona L Rubbe r Tappers Counc i L

CCH'.S). The rubber tappers are the

people who besides collecting

rubber, harvest from the forest,

it seems in a sustainable way,

brazil nuts, palm oil, babacu and

other fruits on a regular basis.

Although in the past these workers

have clashed with the indigenous

Indians both peoples now see the

advantages of working together to

prevent the destruction of the

mutually beneficial rainforest. So

Indians have been encouraged to join

the CNS,

Indians have even joined in the

'EBipates
J actions organised by the

CNS to protest the destruction of

specific areas of rainforest. Of

45 ' Empates' 15 were won and 30

were Lost/ 1/200/000 has, of

rainforest were saved, 400 people

being arrested and at Least 40 were

tortured »

" We can prove" says Chico "that the

income from one hectare of forest

is 20 times greater than when the

forest is cleared for cattle

grazing'
1

. (See "The Value of

Rainforest" article in this issue)

And on another occasion "We can't see

how the authorities can say they

defend the ecological system while at

the same time deploying police to

protect those who are destroying the

forest 1 '

For those wishing to be better

informed on grassroots politics and

action in the Amazon region this book

is a must, proving that grassroots

activism has a big part to play in

saving the world's rainforests.

Limited stock available from ftlC

- Bob Keane
it



World Bant
no change was apparent at the

ground Level. NGO reps forcefully

pointed out that the Bank and IMF

node I of development was only

increasing debt, poverty and

envi ronmental deg radat i on . The

very nature of development

supported by these two institutions,

have Led to a crisis situation for

the majority of Third World nations.

felt that support and strengthening

of their own organizations would

be vital for effective change on

the ground Level. International

campaigns should increasingly include

direction from the South so that the

intricacies of Local economies and

politics could be better

understood. They also spoke of the

frustration at attempts to access

information from Bank and government

sources and the Lack of democratic

participation between NGO's and

Bank representatives. These issues

are absolutely vital to any

programme of reform in the WB and

IHF.

PROTESTS IN WASHINGTON: 12

ARRESTED.

THE WORLD BANK AND INTERNATIONAL

MONETARY FUND PAY LIP SERVICE TO

ENVIRONMENT.

A report from the recent

meetings in Washington D.C.

by Carol

Sherman

.

Amidst the grandeur of venues

normally catering for Washington's

diplomatic and social set, the World

Bank CUB), and International Monetary

Fund (IMF), held its Annual General

Meeting to reaffirm its financial

control of over half the world's

population. The Sheraton Washington

hosted those responsible for

influencing and funding activities

in over 100 developing countries. At

the same time non-government

organizations (NGO's), from sore

than 50 countries assembled to

continue reviewing the performance of

the WB and IMF at an alternative

forum running concurrently. They

also attended the Annual Meeting as

visitors. In this capacity, NGO's

could hold meetings with Bank and

IMF staff, country delegations and

Executive Directors (ED's). I was

able to attend these meetings on

behalf of the Rainforest Information

Centre, Lismore, along with long

time environmental campaigner

Patrick Anderson. After a week of

meeting officials, it was clear

that bqth these institutions must

never have the pressure lifted from

them by individuals and

organizations struggling for the

rights of Life in all its forms.

THE NGO CONFERENCE.

Despite media reports highlighting

the Bank's commitment to the

environment/ delegates expressed

their concern that the flank had

failed to implement policies which

would directly protect the

environment and indigenous peoples,

Representatives from Third World

countries unanimously declared that

The conference heard of the

ongoing social and ecological

disasters connected to the WB

funded Sardar Sarovar Dam, in

India. Representatives from Indonesia

reported on the ICedung Ombo Dam in

central Java, where thousands were

flooded in their homes when the

government gave orders to fill the

reservoir. A similar catastrophe

was reported at the Ruiizi 11 dam in

Zaire, while concern was also

expressed over the proposed $100

million Loan for exploration and

drilling. All stories had the common

thread of environmental devastation

followed by ilL equipped

resettlement programmes for the

Local populations. For some of the

Third World delegates, the idea of

being able to reform the Bank was

fast fading and others believed they

would be better off if the Bank

stopped Loans altogether, even on

supposedly environ mentally

sensitive projects. They called for

stronger Links between

the southern and northern NGO 1

s and

The Last day of the AGM coincided

with demonstrations in India that

took place against developments.

Approximately 50.000 people gathered

in the Narmada Valley calling for an

immediate halt to the Sardar

Sarovar dam.

In Wash i ngton, a Legal ra I ly was

organized to protest against WB

funded dam schemes and speakers from

Brazil, Indonesia and India gathered

with supporters outside the WB and

INF headquarters. In support of

the demonstrations in India, a

group of American activists

blockaded the road outside the

Sheraton Hotel, where the AGM was

being held. The protesters sat

on the road obstructing the flow

of traffic for 45 minutes declaring

their disgust the continued funding

of environmentally and socially

destructive dam projects before the

police moved in and made 12 arrests.





New Guinea?

Why

Botlicr ?

by George flarshall.

The commercial logging of tropical

forest has been cutting its way

innexorably through the rain forests

of Asia over the Last 20 years and

is to be now turning towards Mew

Guinea. When the madness finally

stops it will stop here.

Recent predictions of rainforest

distribution by the end of the

century show that by then, New

Guinea may hold the largest

continuous stretches of rain

forest in the world. Resource

development has only taken hold here

in the last 15 years, and logging

has only been significant in the Last

10. It is not yet too Late too save

these forests.

The research bears this out. Of the

estimated 9-10,000 species of

f Lower* ing plants, 90% are endemic,

that is to say that they are found

no where else. Of these, 2,770

species are orchids.

A third of the mammals are

marsupials, 76% endemic. Of the

49 species of bats, over half are

endemic. 717 species of birds Live

in New Guinea, 402 of them live

nowhere else. There are estimated

to be up to 100 species of snake, and

200 species of lizard. Frogs are

especially diverse. There are

estimated to be over 200 species of

which barely 10 are found outside New

Guinea.

The true rates of spec i at ion in New

Guinea a scarsely known and new

species are discovered on a

regular basis. This is

particularly true of the plants,

insects, reptiles and fish. As far

as insects are concerned, one might

as well pick a number with a pin.

Estimates vary from 50,000 species to

over 120,000 species.

apparent is that the level of

research so far undertaken is

grossly inadequate for

understanding the effects of resource

development, or ensuring a nature

reserve system that can protect these

Lifeforms.

THREATS TO THE ENVIRONMENT

HUNTING is the worst immediate

problem. In PNG, a combination of

easy gun ownership and greatly

improved access to the forests has

proved disastrous to certain

species, especially those favoured

by foreigners and tribal cultures,

such as Birds of Paradise, the

largest butterflies (especially the

Goliath and Birdwing) and most of

the large cockatoos All these are

endangered as a result. In Irian

Jaya, firearms are totally forbidden

except for the military. The

organised hunting of animal and skin

traders, though, is out of control,

and flourishes in the corruption of

Indonesian bureaucracy, The New

Guinea crocodile is a primary

Victim, along with animals for the

live trade.

Other problems include the

deforestation involved in

transmigration programmes and

clearing for agriculture and

monoculture cash crop plantations,

and the pollution of waterways and

fishing grounds by environmentally

insensitive mining operations and

pulp mill projects. The dispossesion

of tribal people and the loss of

their rights is of great concern.

AN ENVIRONMENTAL PARADISE

According to Ronald D Petocz,

author of "Conservation and

Development" in Irian Jaya for the

WWF, an indispensible text for a L L

those studying this area, New Guinea

has* :"0ne of the richest and

biogeographical ly complex assemblages

of plant and animal life that is

to be found anywhere in the world"

"Irian Jaya", he says " houses the

largest continuous tracts of" lowland

rainforest in all of South East

Asia and a biotic richness and

diversity that is beyond

compare"

.

It should also be mentioned that New

Guinea exhibits a startling

diversity of human cultures. In PNG

alone there are 400 mutually

unintelligible languages which

change every 10 miles. These

cultures are no less under threat

.

WORLD STATUS

New Guinea is the WORLD'S largest

tropical island, and has claim

to.... WORLD'S largest expanses of

mangroves WORLD'S longest lizard

(Varanus salvadorii - up to 15 foot

long ) UORlD' S hi gges t

butterfly (Oueen

Alexandra) . . UORlD' S biggest bat

(Pteropus fruit bat - 5 foo*

wingspan). WORLD'S largest number

of orchids and

rhododendrons . . . WORLD ' S largest

pigeons CGoura or Crowned

Pigeon). . . WORLD' S largest

terrestrial arthropod, the Robber

Crab... Irian Jaya contains the

WORLD'S largest -esource of sago

pa ins . (Hetox>lon sago). ..and the

I i si goe^ on

One triing that is i»mea-5:e-

L0GGING will certainly be the biggest

problem in the longer term.

In Irian Jaya, the Forestry

Department has made 58% of the total

forested area aval lable for logging

and clearing. In the Last few years

there has been a scramble for timber

concessions, and by 1988, 65% of

this, some 15.3 million ha. had

already been allocated. Nearly

half of these are inactive, the

licensees awaiting a rise in world

prices and the exhaustion of other

forests before moving in.

In Papua New Guinea, 15 million ha,

,

nearly 40% of total forest area, is

defined as "operational forest

resource". The 1988 National

Forestry Development Plan aimed to

double the rate of the allocation

of Logging areas, and by 1991 , it

aimed to allocate half of this

area. In this rush it has been

impossible to regulate or research

applicants, and corruption has been

rife. In the period July ^988 to

Febr ja y ^989 alone, 627, -WO ha. we

L?'L^jteri. JCan Stack then Himstsr



of Timber refused to explain the

rationale behind his policies.

A conservative estimate H&s it that

50-60,000 ha, are Logged annually

in PNG, but this will rise

dramatical Ly.

PLANTATIONS are one of the proposed

uses of the logged over land,

In Irian Jaya, 2.000.000 ha. were

allocated for Nucleus Estate

plantations.
T
o date only 44,125 ha.

have been taken up.

MINING is the worst problem for the

river ecology and surrounding waters.

Combined with the timber industry it

could render all major rivers in

the area lifeless. In Irian Jaya,

the Freeport Copper mine is an

outrage. Having no tailings dam,

ultimately it will dump all the

deposit's 85 million tons of ore

(Less the copper and gold content;

into Aghawagong-Otomona-Aj ikwa river

system. Gum dtscolourat ion, the

first sign of copper poisoning has

been reported downstream in Tim ilea.

In PNG, the 0k Tedi mine is a

disaster (see article). There will be

more than 10 large wines in PNG by

1990. On mount Kare, CRA are

proposing a gold and si Lver mine to

process 10,000 tonnes/day, all

destined for the Uatut river. In

Porgera, 20 km away, Placer Pacific

will invest tl billion in a Large

gold mine. Tailings from these two

new mines will end up in the Lower

Fly River and Gulf of Papua too,

TRANSMIGRATION in Irian Jaya abuses

the rights of tribal people, serves

a hidden agenda of divide and rule,

and has destroyed over 700,000 ha,

of rainforest. Migrants are rarely

sustainable and will continue to

clear new land indef initely,

WE MUST

FIGHT TO STOP ThIS »ADNESS

NOW

w a. i ivp&V?t t lip Ctu

The New Guinea campaign was launched

in July 1989. Our first aim was to

form a network with as many concerned

people involved as possible, with

particular attention to those

people or organisations that had

already worked in this area.

We produced a standard letter of

declaration of the campaign. Over

7,000 copies of this have now been

distributed, mostly as inserts in

"Inside Indones ia", "Demi

Demokrasi M
, "west Papua Update", and

World Rainforest Report No. 13. A

further 250 personal Letters have

been sent out, making a personal

approach to people involved in the

New Guinea issues,

A contact sheet has been drawn up

so that interested parties could

contact each other inside the

network. This has been amended

and added to as further contacts

have been made . The network

currently involves over 100

individuals and organisations who

are kept regularly informed of new

developments, and whose resources

are drawn upon.

The media have been interested to

take up the issues. To date 2

television stations and one radio

station have started on New Guinea

programmes at our initiation, one of

which will hopefully lead to a

major television programme next year.

Articles on the New Guinea

environment have been appearing

fairly regularly, either at our

suggestion, or supplied by

information from us. To date, the

Melbourne Age, the Sydney Morning

Herald, and the AAP have been

mvolved. a major magazine article is

planned for early ne*t year.

A 2 piece article, of 1,600 words in

totai, was written on the group

for the Northern Star newspaper by

Robin Osborne. Robin also wrote an

article of some 800 words for the

November edition of Simply Living

magazine. Articles • by Matthew

Jamieson in Sydney have appeared in

the ACF "Habitat " and "Wilderness

News"

,

In July, the New Guinea Group made a

submission to the Australian

Parliament's joint Committee on

Foreign Affairs' Inquiry Ktto

Australia's Relations with Papua New

Guinea.

Apar 1- from networking, aosr of

the campaign work has been

concerned with the case of

Mamberamo Forest Products (see

article). Now that the network has

grown, and communication with other

groups is concerned, it is hoped to

take up new campaigns

There is an endless list of

potential areas for research and

campaigning. Some of those still in

need of consistent work in

Australia (to the best of our

knowledge) are :

torubeni woodchip concession in

Bintuni Bay, Irian Jaya.

The 0k Ted T
i BHP disaster in PNG

The Porgera gold mines in PNG.

The treat iter c ot the Asmat people in

Irian Jaya

The size and allocation of

Australian a id to Indonesia and

PNG, in particular military aid.

AIDAB, ACFOA, and Freedom from Hunger

have been approached by the

Rainforest Information Centre,, and

Sydney Rainforest Action Group for

funding for between 2 and 4 people

to visit PNG and Irian Jaya,

hopefully in November 1939. Their

findings wiU be published in the

world Rainforest Report.
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Crooks Liars & Hypocrites

An Australian company, Asmus

McLeans, has formed an 801

shareholding in a subsidiary called

Haaberamo Forest Products (RFP),

The other 205; is owned by an

Indonesian company, FT Sansaporindo

Mandi r i

.

HFP has just negotiated a huge

Logging concession of 600,000

hectares of virgin rain forest in

Irian Jaya. According to NFP'S own

figures the accessible conwercial

quality timber is worth nearly

US$2.5 billion.

THIS PROJECT IS A DISASTER FOR

RAINFORESTS

>

The area is of very high conservation

value. The eastern bank of the

proposed Hamberamo-Foja National Park

and Lake Romembai will certainly be

affected by increasing sil tat ion in

the Hamberamo .

MFP's prospectus omits vital

requirements of Indonesian

env momenta L law, such as seed

trees. It totally ignores the duty

of USS7/I3 for the State

reafforestation fund (which has, in

any case been plundered for the new

Forestry Commission building and

welfare fund*

)

The 1988 Irian ^Jaya Regional

Development Planning Report, shows

the HFP concession sitting in an

"agricultural development area". If

this is followed through then MFP

wilt be clearing out the area

preparatory to plantations. HFP

anticipates extracting fully 40% of

the entire biomas of the area,

according to their prospectus* MFP

have also been surveying for

alternatives areas, also in

extremely important conservation

areas

.

The company claims that it will do an

environmental impact study, but it

will only be ready 2 years after the

beginning of Logging! The last time

that McLeans did an EIS was in 1987

when McLeans Consolidated sought a

license to export up to 440,000

tonnes a year of wooden ips from

private native forests in Western

Australia* The Environmental Review

and Management Programme is

described by the Coalition for

Denmark's Environment as :

11

a biased and incomplete assessment

of risks and costs... Cthm review 1

contains crucial logical errors,

contradictory claims, and false

statements. 1
' So, we can rely on MFP

to produce a reliable and objective

analysis of the area.

A DISASTER FOR THE TRIBAL PEOPLE

As usual, the cultures of the local

people - the Pagai, Dabra, Papasena

and Sikari who ail depend on

fishing and hunter gathering for

protein and medicines will be

destroyed.

Conveniently, HFP regard this area as

"sparsely populated 41
.

For an investment of only US$7.5, the

company stands to make huge profits.

Very little of this will go to

Indonesia at all - no tax at all is

payable for the fist 5 years during

which time HFP anticipate profits

of US$67 million. The initial

investment will be fully paid within

the first 18 months of operation.

THERE IS NO SIGN THAT HFP INTENDS

TO PAY ANY ROYALTY TO THE LOCAL

PEOPLE.

The company claims that it will

build a saw mill and furniture

factory in the second year of

operation, "depending on the results

of a feasibility study". Its own

figures show that it can make

19,000,000 additional profit by

scrapping these projects and

exporting all the timber as logs.

Clearly there is little likelihood

of it keeping this promise,

CROOKS, LIARS, AND HYPOCRITES - THE

DIRECTORS

On 5th November 1986, the Chairman

of the Board of MFP, Mr. Gordon

U.S. . McLean said

"I want to point out to the

community at large that the real

problem of the world is the

tdest ruction of] tropical rainforest

and anything 'hat's done to put

pressure on that is going to end up

being a disaster" He can't deny it -we

have him on tape.

In 1987, Gordon McLean's company,

McLeans Consolidated (1966) Ltd., was

bought by T.P.S. Group HeLean

became Chairman of the Board of

TPS G-'oup Ltd, Since 1987, a number

tff his business associates have been

shown up as crooks.

In May 1987, Ian Patrick Cornelius,

Director of T,P,S V, was tried with

conspiracy to defraud the

Commonwealth of $750,000 in tax.

In April 1989, a subsidiary of the

TPS Group, Citizen Finance/ faced

$150,000 defamation payout, a writ

for unpaid deposits of $155,718, a

writ for debts of $155,718, and

combined claims for unpaid deposits

of $2.41 million.

In August 1989 another former

Director of TPS, Nr. Kenneth John

Smith, was arrested on charges of

insider dealing. In September 1989,

Perth fraud squad started

investigations into shortfalls of up

to $450,000 in the TPS Group

superannuation fund.

FINANCIAL INCOMPETENCE AND DISASTER

flcLeans Consolidated, and the TPS

Group have mounting financial

crisis. In the financial year

1987/1988 TPS incurred operating

losses of over $7,500,000. Almost

a third of this was froa McLeans

Consolidated. Total debts for the^fas

Group topped $20 million.

In February 1989 all the timber held

by HeLeans consolidated wasseized by

the Department of Conservation and

Land Management in Lieu of unpaid

royalties.

The eagerness with which Gordon

McLean has started up the new

venture of Asmus-McLean may be

his only escape from total

bankruptcy as the rats flee the

sinking ship.

NOEL WAUA AND THE BUNNINGS ATROCITY

Noel ^akka is another of the

directors of HFP wuh a shaay past,

^e wtU be the on-site Logging



URGENT URGENT ACTION ACTION URGENT URGENT ACTION ACTION URGENT

4.11,89
Friends, I've just returned from Hawaii where Patrick Anderson
of the RIC, Mickey Dulas of the California Redwood Action Team
and I worked with local activists

The two articles below will fill you in on the issue and the
actions that we all need to take. The first is information
about the issue, the second, a stop press to the Earth First J

Journal, and the third some passages from Mickey's diary.

Please write letters of protest to newspapers and politicians
as indicated below*

for the Earth f John Seed
*********************** ************^

BIG ISLAND GEOTHERMAL PROJECT

This project must be stopped because:

1* It would destroy the last lowland tropical rainforest in
the US * Lowland tropical is the most important rainforest
type, because of species richness, diversity and rarity.
Rainforests are the world's most important conservation
priority because, if present rates of destruction aren't
stopped, they will be eradicated by the turn of the century.
If the US can't protect it's only lowland tropical rainforest,
we might as well kiss the world goodbye,

2. The volcano and the rainforest are sacred places for the
native Hawaiian people and the drilling itself is "a brutal
violation of our religious beliefs" ( Pele Defense Fund),
desecrating the body of the Goddess Pele,

3. The company, Hawaii Electric Industries, is now able to
"develop" the area as a result of a land exchange where this
prime rainforest was stolen from the native Hawaiians in
exchange for a bunch of lava rock and woodchipped forest* Part
of the exchange included the agreement that no environmental
impact study would be required,

4, The hydrogen sulfide which will be released by the several
hundred proposed geothermal wells is highly poisonous - 50%
more poisonous than hydrogen cyanide - and this will destroy
both the biota and pose serious health risks for human beings,

5, Brine from the wells will be released on the surface and,
after killing the surface vegetation, will percolate down to
contaminate the lense of fresh water which is the island's
lifeblood,

6, The area where the wells are proposed is the most
geologically active in the world. They are drilling into an
ACTIVE volcano. There have been two earthquakes in the last
few years centred very near to where the proposed wells are to
be located.

7. The energy will be used to bring new and polluting
industries to the islands, In particular, it will make it
feasible to strip-mine the ocean floor for manganese and
chrome which could then be smelted on the islands . Huge
amounts of toxic wastes will be dumped in ocean trenches,
presently among the states richest fishing grounds. The energy
won't decrease the reliance on oil, it will merely fuel the
industrialisation of the islands - a space port is on the
cards as well as expanded resorts, cities and condo



developments

•

8. Ratepayers in Hawaii and taxpayers throughout the US will
have to pay for this project which will cost from 2 to 4

billion dollars - guaranteeing electricity far more expensive
than at present or which could be provided by alternatives
energy sources.

9. Huge new electrical powerlines will crisscross ^he island.
The proposed undersea cable to Maui and Oahu will require more
than 1000 electrical towers nine stories high on the Big
Island and will ensure the industrialisation and further
growth of rampant tourism on these islands. This undersea
cable will have to cross a treacherous, geologically unstable
channel well over a mile deep, 7 times as deep as any cable
has ever been laid. The public of course will have to pay,

10 . Alternatives exist: conservation, solar, wind, biomass

,

waste heat recovery and other new techniques,

WHAT TOD CAN DO

Write to Hawaiian newspapers, Hawaii County mayor and your
congressman and president protesting the destruction of the
US's last tropical lowland rainforest:

Star Bulletin
PO Box 3080
Honolulu HI 96802

Hawaii Tribune Herald
PO Box 76 7

Hxlo HI 96721

President Bush
The White House,
Washington D.C.

Honolulu Advertiser
PO Box 3110
Honolulu HI 96802

West Hawaii Today
Box 789 Kailua Kona
HI 96745

Bernard Akana,
mayor

,

25 Apuni St
Hilo HI 95813

Senator D« Inouye
Hilo Lagoon Center
101 Aupuni St #205
Hilo Hawaii 96720

SEND DONATIONS to Rainforest Action Group
O PO Box AB
Kutistown
HI 96760

*****************************************

STOP PRESS FOR EARTH FIRST! JOURNAL

BIG ISLAND GEOTHERMAL PROJECT

The last lowland tropical rainforest in the United States,
growing on the flanks of the highly active Kilauea volcano on
the Big Island of Hawaii is about to be destroyed.

In the last few weeks, a road has been constructed and an area
cleared to begin test drilling. Ultimately, several hundred
shafts will be sunk more than a mile beneath the surface to
generate steam for electricity. Drilling can commence as soon
as they get drilling eguipment ( which has already reached the
Big island and is stored in Hilo) to the site*

If the U-S* can't protect it's last lowland rainforest, what
hope is there for the rest of the world?

This forest is of great importance and the geothermal scam can
and must be stopped. See my story next month for details of

the incredible richness and endemicity of the biota and the



utter horror of the multi-billion dollar swindle in the most
volcanically active place in the world* Forest will be
destroyed and the strip mining of the ocean floor will be
fueled. Much of the power will be cabled to Oahu Island to
help expand their energy-wasteful lifestyle, and the Big
Island will be left with toxic industries.

Local environmentalists have been getting active: There have
been 8 rallies on this issue in the last couple of weeks, and
last week 300 people led by native Hawaiian activists from the
pele Defense Fund (protecting the desecration of the volcano
Goddess Pele) congregated at the site. NVA training has
commenced.

We have decided to blockade the drilling eguipment to prevent
it getting to the site and are inviting conservationists from
around the country and around the world to join us here when
the blockade begins. Camping facilities will be available,

If you are interested in helping defend the rainforest please
ring or write the
Pele Defense Fund or Maluaina (808)966-7622
PO Box 404 Volcano
HI 96785
(808)935-1663

Give them your phone contact and address and indicate how long
it would take you to get over here once the alarm is sounded
and you get a call. Follow this up at once with a letter
detailing talents and skills you may have to offer.

If you can't come over yourself, help support someone else to

get over here by sending donations to: Rainforest Action Group
C- PO Box AB
Kutistown
HI 96760

for the Earth - John Seed
***********************************************************

Memoirs of WAO KELE 0 PUNA Oct 1989

We had set up an action meeting on the Big Island at the Pahoa
Community Center for Thursday night. Before we got started
Patrick and I were sitting outside wondering just exactly what
we were doing here and what part in the big picture we played.
A great crowd of about 80 people were there including an
informant or two. John gave a short impassioned video and rap
on direct action and then with out any warning handed the
meeting over to me to facilitate. Now I've had a good amount
of experience facilitating meetings at home on the north coast
of the U.S., but never had I gone into a new community to set
up an action, I took a deep breath, and we had a great
meeting. This group is community and do work together, but
never had they done direct action. Since all the legal
remedies to stop this ludicrous geothermal project had been
exhausted the logical next move was , .. DIRECT ACTION...,

After Thursdays meeting a group of us got flashlights and
headed out to see the lava flow. Reminded me of so many
clandestine hikes through the Redwoods. This volcano is the
most active in the world and has just consumed it's 75th
house. Lava covered the road in amazing swirling
configurations and we headed across it to the place
where the lava flows into the sea. The lava crunched under our
feet and we could feel an occasional wave of heat raising from
the cracks, We walked about a mile and a half and reached the



"estuary" . Words cannot describe the awesome feelings that
flowed through our beings* We were drawn closer and closer.
This is where the Earth is in a constant state of birth, a
flow millions of years old. As the lava flowed into the sea,
waves would crash upon it on turn the lava into chunks that
would make ribbons of fire in the surf* Forever in my mind's
eye I will see the vision of the molten lava pouring on to the
beach, hissing and streaming, never a dull moment. We took off
our clothes and played with the waves that had been warmed by
the molten flow, the hottest thing on earth, burned into my
heart and soul. I have been touched by the Goddess Pele, and I
knew I must do what I can to protect her

Saturdays meeting arrived and the newest news was that the"
True Geothermal Company 1

* had started moving
the drilling rig up to the site, piece by piece, with a police
escort, At that point we knew we had been infiltrated and that
our agenda we had drawn up was no longer of value. We stayed
focused, and decided as a group that we needed to take direct
action now

Myself and one other women, Alice, were the only ones at the
crossroads and we heard the rumble of a big truck and knew
this was it. We could not wait for our friends to return so we
stretched out the banner I had made on the mainland before I

left* I made it with the intention of giving it to the action
group, little did I know what was to come. The Banner was 4

feet by 15 feet and read 11 SAVE THE RAINFOREST SAVE WAO KELE 0
PUNA.

"

We stood there and the truck came around the corner with no
police escort and he screamed to a halt. Two little women
stopped this huge truck. The driver got on the CB directly and
then proceeded to eat his lunch. We stood our ground for 15
minutes although it seemed much longer. We hoped our friends
would show up before the police and they did, and were they
surprised! Cars and trucks full of people flowed in and half a
dozen police vehicles as well . .

.

Four people decided to be arrested ... The police gave us one
more warning to disperse and we started
walking slowly up the road hoping he would consider that
"dispersing". Our movement did not satisfy them and the arrests
began. First to be arrested was Tommy Faggard, he went limp and
they carried him to the car. Second arrest was John Valenzuela,
with a beautiful spirit, he sat rooted to the earth, they could
'Hot pick him up so they dragged him away to the police car, he
was joyously singing "I love my Mother , I love my Mother

.

M

Next was Aurora Martinovich, as the police
continued their work their patience seemed to be wearing thin.
Aurora fell to her knees and began to pray for the protection of
mother Earth. She might have weighed 90 pounds but it took a hand
full of police to take her away. ...

It was empowering to know we stopped those trucks for almost 3

hours , it was an incredible feeling to see and know that those
monster trucks with huge implements of destruction needed to be
escorted by a dozen cops because of the power of the people. I

took this opportunity to speak my mind. I asked the police and
the people why the native Hawaiians, in the roll of police,
could protect the corporations and their tools which were
heading out to devour the earth that is sacred to the native
Hawaiians. Of course they had no answer. Then the officer read us
the riot act, and we decided to move on.



manager for MFP. He (was previously

workshop and Logging manager for

another Western Australian firm,

Bunnmos Bros., at its van i mo

concession in Papua New Guinea,

Within 2 years of granting the

license to Bunnings, the West Sepik

government were seeking an early

review of the project. A brief

prepared for PNG Prme Minister Paian

Wingti revealed :

the til treatment of the

workforce. The state of the workers

accommodation was described as

"appalling". In August 1986, 100

workers walked out in protest over

their wages.

The brief stated "there have been

cases of political manipulation by

VFP°

.

"non- compliance with the

Environment Act and absence of

proper management of the

resource". Clause H of the timber

concession was markedly similar to

the vo Iun ta ry env i ronmenta

I

guidelines that MFP are proposing to

adopt. They were found to have

broken it extensively ; Logging

slopes of over 30 degrees, logging

within 50 metres of and inducing

severe damage to r i vers and

streams, non adherence to clauses

on re-vegetation, minima Using soil

erosion, and the non -obstruct ion of

streams. They were also found to

have overcut and burnt surplus logs

or Left them to rot to avoid paying

royalties on them

The brief concluded that "almost

everything in the agreement has not

been properly attended to since the

signing in 1964".

THE INDONESIAN CONNECTION

The Indonesian and Irian Jaya

provincial governments have given

strong support to the project and it

is understood that Logging will

start early 1990. Has the

directorship of Leila Suebu on the

board of MFP anything to do with

this support ? She is the teenage

daughter of Baas Sueou, governor of

Irian Jaya,

FifilWii

it is also strongly rumoured that

the real owners of PT,

Sansaporindo include the present but

soon retiring head of the Irian

jaya Forestry Department and the

head of the Nanokwari branch.

TO SUM UP, THIS CONCESSION IS A

DISASTER FOR THE RAINFORESTS OF NEW

GUINEA, A DISASTER FOR THE TRIBAL

PEOPLE, OF VIRTUALLY NO BENEFIT TO

THE GOVERNMENT OF INDONESIA AND

A HUGE WINDFALL FOR THE PARTNERS AND

THEIR CRONIES.

THE HAHBERAMO CAMPAIGN

The f i rst 16 page report on MFP was

completed at the beginning of

September, 65 copies have already

been sent out, in Australia and

Indonesia.

Copies are available by request.

Ue have just completed a 4 page

summary of new information on the

company and the directors. Ue are

working closely with the

Aus t ra I i an Conservat i on Foundat ion

and the Campaign to save Native

Forests in Perth, who have just

issued a press release. As mentioned

above there is considerable media

interest

.

There is a Large mail out planned

to over 250 members of . both houses

of the Australian Federal government.

There have already been questions in

the senate, and further questions are

planned.

The material already gathered is

being translated into Indonesian and

sent to Emil Salim, the

Indonesian Minister for the

Environment, and aU relevant

government departments. Indonesian

NG0
J

s are being requested to Lobby

against the project, and all

re I evan t env i ronmenta L organ i sat i oris

and media in Indonesia are

distributing the research.

WHAT YOU CAN DO

Letters of concern should be sent

to local federal MP's, the press,

and especially to ;

Nr. Emil Sal im,

State Minister of Population and

Environment,

Jalan. Herdeka Barat No. 15 Lantai

III, Jakarta Pusat, Indonesia.

Mr. Hasyrul Harahap,

Minister of Forestry/

Departemen Kehutanan,

Gedung Hanggala Uanabakti,

Jalan. Gatot Subroto, Jakarta Pusat

-Indonesia

If concerned, you could also write

directly to Mamberamo Forest

Products at 11 QUI St., Kewdale, wa

6105., but don't expect a reply 1

I //V / ; ^f<



OkTedt : The Msmnn
of. Mew Guinea..

REPORT COMPILED BY TIM WHITE 13/10/S f

High in the Star Mountains in one of

Papua New Guinea's remotest and most

rugged regions - the Kiungi district

- is Tabubi L on the banks of the Ok

Tedi River where Ok Tedi Mining

Limited have been operating an

enormous gold mining venture since

1983,

From the mountains the Ok Tedi f Lows

into the Fly River, PNG's major

river system, which is amongst the

longest in the world. For the

40, OCX! people who occupy its banks

and who are dependent on it for

food and transportation it is the

source of life itself. From there

the Fly sweeps down into the Gulf

of Papua emptying its waters and

the enormous quantities of

sediment which it has carried

from the Mountains. Fast moving

ocean currents move south into the

Torres Strait and the Great Barrier

Weef

.

A HISTORY OF DISASTER

In 1968 the giant U.S. mineral

company Kennecott began exploration

of a prospect in the Kiungi district

but pulled Gut in 1975 after a

disagreement with the PNG government

over its terms for development.

The PNG government continued

exploration on Us own for two years

before deciding to call ?n big time

investors. The successful

consortium was Led by 8HP /

fcl lowed by Amoco and its parent

company standard Oil of Indiana, and

MetaLgeseUschaft of west Germany

and headed by BHP a 20X of interest

in the company is held by the PNG

government

.

The consortium committed itself to

expenditure of SI, 050 million for

three phases of the mines

construction in exchange for rights

to exploit the resources in the

area. 1, The construction of a

permanent tailings dam to store nine

wastes

2, A hydro- electric scheme to prov de

power to the surrounding
area

3, A promise to go ahead with

the exploitation of copper

resources in the vicinity

In 1980 the value of the gold

enriched copper deposits at Ok Tedi

were estimated to be worth 110

billion. The PNG government was

expecting to be raking in $120

million a year in revenue by the

early 1990's,

But by 1985 the price of gold had

dropped from 1400 an ounce to $300

and copper also fell from $1 a pound

to 60 cents a pound (figures from

an article in The Northern Star

30/1/89)

Using this downturn in world prices

as an excuse, the management of 0TML

has refused to honour the original

terms of its contract with the PNG

government. Despite numerous

attempts at cone Hiat ion including

handing responsibility for the

ecological

management of the area to the company

on a plate, 0TML still refuses to

come to the party

GETTING AWAY WITH MURDER IN

KIUNGI OISTftlCT

In January 1984 the tailings dam

built to bold toxic waste from the

mine was swept away by a landslide

releasing dangerous wastes into the

0k Tedi ; a problem which critics

insist should have been anticipated

in an area where rainfall per annum

is measured in metres and which has

recorded numerous severe earthquakes

this century,

Five months later in June 1964 a

barge carrying supplies up river to

the mine rolled over, tipping

some 2,700 drums, each containing

100 kilograms of cyanide, into the
ii

mouth of the fly River. Only 14

drums were recovered - the rest

remain buried beneath the sediment

waiting until time and corrosion

release their Lethal contents.

No-one was able to explain why the

company waited for two weeks before

notifying the government of the

accident. As virtually no field

studies have been conducted no -one

including the company is sure what

the full impact of such catastrophic

mismanagement wUt be

Exempted rrom PNG's national

environmental legislation, and

immmune from public scrutiny after



Me original agreement with the

government had been jettisoned, OTHL

have been given a free hand to

create an ecological disaster of \

unprecedented scope.

OEATh Of A RIvER

Hardest hit have been the 45,000

tribal people who live in the

vicinity of the nine and along the

river. Fish, banana sago and garden

crops have been devastated. Women

of the Hin tribe forbidden by

tribal law f row eating red meat

depend entirely on fish from the

poisoned waters as their source of

orotein.

HP lor the South Fly, Parry leipi "We

now have a situation in Ok Tedi

where the waste disposal Measures are

either poor or rudimentary and there

has always been leakage of toxic

chemieals into the Fly River and

environment." 'He said the toxic

chemical spillage was already

killing crocodiles, fish and other

Marine life in the middle and upper

system of the river.

Fly River community Leaders

supported his claims and reported

changes in the colour of the river

and marine life dying as a result

of the spillages. (Source: PNG

Courier Post 4/8/89)

Since 1984 there have been numerous

threats to close the mine. In 1985,

Michael Somare, then Prime Minister,

attacked OTML for refusing .to

honour its contract. (Source The

t^.ionat Times B-K/2/85) but no

substantial action has been taken;

an understandable proposition given

the governments interest m

maintaining the company's

p-cn lability.

Despite desperate pleas for action

frc* the people of the Western

Evince the government continues to

prevaricate. On July 26th of this

t a m Nmal tu out

Minimal tilling a icm. nver

back a deadline for a decision on

the permitted level of waste allowed

in the waters of the Fly River

system.

Or* the day after (the 27th of July)

K people were reported to have

died as a result of eating

contam i nated crocod i Le meat . ( Source

The Northern Star 27/7/89)

Frustration is at a premium in the

a~ea and there is talk of a

"Bougainville-type uprising" in

which land owners and rebels

repeatedly attacked and sabotaged

t he Bouga invi lie coppe r m i ne for

similar environmental negligence.

FROM FISH TO FORESTS

Oespite this admission

culpability from within its own

ranks higher-ups in the BHP echelons

insist that the adverse effects of

pollution from the mine are minimal,

ft spokesperson for the Ok Tedi mine

conceded that pollution from the

mine was causing environmental

damage, Steve Harvie said in a recent

T.V. interview "disposal of the waste

>nto the OA Tedi has a major effect

on the levpl of fish stock in that

r^ver. It also has a major effect on

:he upper reaches of the Fly River."

) Jin terms of the major fish species,*

impacting on 800 km. below that,

beginning a major impact on the

remainder 1400 km T river system,

impacting on the Gulf of Pacija,

and also on the northern parts of

the Barrier Reef. If that's

minimal, then I don't know what

to* imaL could possibly be, Nuclear

devastation ?•*, Dr. Doug Holdway,

an ecolcgist recently employed by

the Australian government to do an

ecological survey on the effects of

mining on the ecology of Kakadu

^ National Park. (Quotes: Norm Dixon)

Alarmed by the threat of heavy metal

pollution being swept from the Gulf

of Papua into Torres Strait, Torres

Strait Islanders and

environmentalists have been calling

on the Australian government to act

but their pleas have been ignored.

Calls for further research into the

subject from senior Australian

research organizations have been met

with vague mumo Lings and paper

shuffling from the Federal

Department of Environment. (Source:

Sydney Morning Herald 20/2/89)

Five years after the original

tailings dam was flattened, OTML is

still refusing to replace it or to

comply with the original

conditions of its contract. Ho

hydro-electric power station has

been built, the ongoing development

of copper has been rejected and the

company continues to pour its

death -dealing wastes directly into

the waters of the 0k Tedi and Fly

Rivers.

OK TEDI
MINING LIMITED
WAME YOUR POISON?



Scott Pulls Out
- Or Does It ?

On October 18th 1989, Scott Paper,

Philadelphia, announced that they

were abandoning the proposed

plantation and pulp mi U in Irian

Jaye. "A major triumph tor People

Power", said Paul Cnatterton of

the Hobart based Asia Pacific Action

Group, which was gearing up to

running the Austral ian Scott

Campaign "It shows that public

campaigns rea Lly do work,
1lsaid

Stephen Corry of Survival

International.

As highlighted in WRRl2,the proposed

project would have required the

clearance of at least 160,000 ha. of

rainforest on the Digul river and

the replantation of this area

with fast growing eucalypt species.

The US$653 nil Lion dollar project,

the largest ever single foreign

investment in Indonesia, would have

also entailed a pulp mill to process

the uoodchips. Scott Paper, end its

Indonesian partner, PT Astra, have

never stated their plans for the

regaining 690,000 ha. of the 650,000

ha, concession area, but the

Rainforest Action Network accused

thee of working with the

Indonesian government to develop

the entire area tor

transmgrat ion

Indonesian environment groups were

outraged that there had been no

environmental impact study before

pern iss ion was granted in December

19B9. The project would nave a

disastrous effect on the ecology of

the area, and of the Digul river

system. The pulp »i 1 1, planned to

process over 1,000 tonnes of pulp per

day would nave produced highly

toxic effluent that would nave been

washed by the tide up to 70 km. up

the Digul river

The 15,000 Auwyu, rtarind and rtandobo

tribal people who Live in the

concession area were not consulted at

any point, and their traditional

hunting and gathering Lands would

hav e been des t toy eti

,

THE CAMPAIGN

Following the initiative of the

Indonesian NGO l

s, an information anc

letter writing campaign was mounter

by Survival International and ar

alliance of rainforest campaign

groups. On the 8th August, 1969, the

San Francisco based Rainforest Action

Network bought a full page

advertisement in the New Yarn Times,

which strongly criticised the

project Scott certainly balked at

the ever increasing negative

publicity that they were getting. Of

course, they say otherwise. Scott

claimed it "no longer felt it had

such a demand for eucalyptus".

Instead the company «ould be using,

more recycled pulp and "high yield

fibre'
1

. The production of this pulp

is ecologically more sound as

processing methods are mechanical

rather tnen chemical."

. ..BUT HAS IT ?

"Now at Least one threat has

faded" , said Survival

International However it is far from

certain that the threat to the area

has, in fact, faded at ail.

There are good reasons for supposing

that the projec, is far from dead.

Scott Astra have reedy invested a

great deal of - me and money in

establishing the v, ability. Until the^j J^^^]^^^ 1

campaign, Scott was verv

enthusiastic - the project has great

future potential" u told

shareholders Last year. Presumably,

the bottow has not since fal len

out of the market, and it remaps

financially oromising Material from

inside PT Astra in July and August

1989 showed that they were gotng

full speed ahead Planning was

becoming far more detailed. The 60

ha. test plantation had beer

"bought 11

from the Local people- A

wheel wader, 3 bulldozers and 2

dumpt rucks had been bought to -Lear

it, a a tractor and 2 trailers

bought for the planting. Unt \l this

recent announcement there was no

indication that Scott had any

intention at ell of moving out.

It is not even certain that Scott

have removed their 60% stake in the

project Even if they have, PT Astra

may continue with the project on

their own as 40% shareholders in the

scheme, according to the Asian wall

Street Journal (Oct. 18th 89)

Scott could still remain sleeping

partners in the scheme, or else
remain as customers for the Astra

produced pulp

In any case, the area concerned is

denoted by the Forestry Department

as "Production Forest 1

, so it will

still be available for Logging. The

only means of ensuring that the area

and the tribal people are not

"developed" that it is reassigned

as conservation forest.

THi FIGHT GOES ON



LOBBYING THE BANK.

Throughout the AGM, meetings were set

up between Executive Directors CED)

and Finance Ministers fro* a variety

of countries. Our Australian ED, Kr

Robert Carting represents the only

country at present who supports the

LLS initiative to make information

about a project accessible before it

is approved.

This would allow cement from

concerned groups and individuals

which wouLd hopefully have some

influence on Bank's decision

making process. Mr Carting also

pointed out that his information was

usually very different from the data

that NGO groups sent him. Such

discussion clearly indicated that it

was vital to persist in keeping

open channels of coaaunication

between ED
1

s and NGO 1

s.

ISSUES RAISED THROUGHOUT THE WEEK.

Support was sought from NGO 1

s for a

fund to allow developing countries

to reduce their output of CFC's. Lump

sums from donor countries to cover

the costs of switching over to

alternative technologies are

needed. Meanwhile the French

government has proposed that a 1

billion dollar fund be started

for environmental protection, of

which they are prepared to donate

1/1 Oth.

A WB plan was suggested to find donor

countries to establish a fund

whereby 120 million a year for the

next five years would go towards

compensation for 11 very large " World

Heritage Listings in PNG.

ONGOING PROBLEMS.

Information concerning the physical,

institutional and economic details,

public health, environmental and

socio-cultural impacts of Bank

operations continue to be withheld

from the public. Public

participation in projects is not

part of Bank policy, and NGO's are

denied access to meetings where vital

decisions are made regarding their

Local community. Most institutions

in the western democratic world onlv

pay lip service to human rights and

environmental protection. At this

crucial time in history the great

danger which confronts all those who

are sincerely working for such

noble goals is that politics is being

made out of survival issues. When

the world's rapidly diminishing

natural resources and diverse

indigenous populations are

struggling to exist we took towards

these major powerful institutions to

take bold and decisive steps to

avert extinction. Tragically the

Leadership from the top is fraught

with an inabiLity to break from

self centred and destructive

attitudes and policies- Clearly the

solution lies with community based

organizations working in concert

with indigenous people. You can take

action to pressure these

institutions now. The power of the

pen linking in with international

activities forces change to occur.

Urite to the Rainforest

Information Centre for detailed

information. PC BOX 36B,Lismore 2430,

Australia.

Patrick Anderson of the Rainforest

Information Centre, Mickey Dulas of

California Earth First! and John Seed

are heading for Hawaii for World

Rainforest Week (October 22-29) and

will be doing rainforest roadshows

on 4 or 5 islands and an action to

try to stop the destruction of the

Uao Kele 0 Puna rainforest.

According to

Muller-Dombois of

Hawaii
1 * Botany

rain i orest is'
1the

lowland rainforest

States. Because it

so different from

ecosystem anywhere,

value"

Professor Dieter

the University of

Department, this

only tropical

in the United

is so unique,

any other rainforest

U has tremendous

Ninety-five percent of its species

exist nowhere else in the world and

several are endangered.

Please write to as many as

possible of the US mainland and

Hawaiian newspapers who's addresses

are appended stating your horror

and dismay that at a time when people

all around the world are realising

that the protection of the

rainforests is a matter of Life and

death / the richest country on Earth

is allowing her temperate

rainforests in California, Oregon and

Washington and her only tiny patch

of tropical rainforest in Hawaii to

be destroyed.

President Sarney of Brazil and

other 3rd World leaders are

obvious Ly perfectly justified in

beinu offended by US advice on

saving their rainforests while the US

continues to destroy hers.
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AVt Apo Project

INTRODUCTION

Mindanao one of the Largest

islands in the Philippine

archipelago is the ancestral Land of

the Lumad and Moro peoples. The

More are the muslin people of the

Philippines and are indigenous to

most of eastern Mindanao. The

Lumad are the original inhabitants

of much of the rest of Mindanao.

There are 17 Lumad

ethno- Linguistic groups and they

number More than 2 million

people.

In 1905 the Philippine

National Oil Company (PNOC) began

exploratory geothermal energy

development operations within the

Bagobo Lands on the slopes of Mt.

Apo Sandawa. The Bagobo are the

main ethnic group indigenous to the

lands of fit. Apo Sandawa, They

number approximately 90 thousand.

Today, numerous Lumad groups have

joined the Bagobo people in what they

define as a Life and death

struggle to protect their sacred area

from the imminent destruction of the

PNOC project.

OPPOSITION GAINS MOMENTUM

Within the past twelve Months,

four separate resolutions

expressing serious concern about

the social and environmental impact

of the project have been filed in the

Philippine Congress. Joining this

growing concern are numerous non-

governmental organizations within the

Philippines. March of this year, a

task force made up of more than a

dozen private organizations convened

and has spearheaded a national and

international campaign to support

the Lumad efforts to protect Mt, Apo

Sandawa

.

International environmental and

human rights organizations have

successfully lobbied many of the

i n t ernat i ona L f i nanc i ng

institutions. As a result, the

world Sank and the Asian

Development Bank have expressed

reluctance to become involved in

funding the project, although it

is still incorporated for

consideration within energy and

power sector Loans currently being

considered by these Banks. The

Catholic Church has also been active

in opposing the Mt. Apo Geothermal

Project, In mid-1988 the Bishops

Conference distributed a strongly

worded pastoral Letter urging the

nation to recognize the imminent

environmental crisis. In accordance

with this Letter, Mindanao Bishops,

Local clergy and Lay members have

organized their own campaign to

oppose the project.

The PNOC has been accused of

violating existing laws which

protect national parks and the

rights of indigenous communities to

use and control their ancestral

domain. To deaL with these

criticisms, PNOC has drafted an

Administrative Order which if

signed by the President would

segregate a sign i f i cant and

ecologically sensitive portion of Mt.

Apo from the National Park thereby,

in their eyes, Legalizing their

activities. The possibility of

segregation has alarmed the

Leadership at the Department of

the Environment and Natural Resources

CDENR) and the private groups

supporting the Bagobo. Fuelling their

concern is the fact that

Presidential Executive Secretary

CataLino Macaraig is also the

Chairman of the Board of Directors of

PNOC. The company has claimed that

should they gain the President's

approval then the controversy will be

ended.

SOCIAL AND SPIRITUAL IMPACT

Embodied in the Bagobo life is a

deep spiritualunderstanding and

appreciation of the relationship

between hu»ans and the

environment. The relationship of the

Bagobo with the spirit of Mt. Apo

Sandawa clearly exemplifies this.

Two Projects

Under Attack.
Bagobo elders claim that they are

stewards of the mountain, engaged by

the spirits to protect the ecological

and spiritual sanctity of the Lands.

It is common to find small shrines

containing offerings to Apo Sandawa

along the trails leading to the

mountain summit. The Bagobo Liken

the mountain to the churches used by

Lowland Christians. When appearing

on Manila television a Bagobo elder,

expressing opposition to the

project, compared the drilling of

geothermal exploratory wells into

Mt. Apo with the drilling of Large

holes in the floor of the Manila

Cathedral.

More than all other reasons for

opposing the project, the compact

the Bagobo have with the spirit of

Sandawa will serve as the

foundation of their uncompromising

stand to protect the integrity of

the mountain at all costs.

ECOLOGICAL IMPACT

in 1984 the Association of

Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN)

recognized Mt, Apo as being one of

the richest botanical reserves in

the Southeast Asian region and

classified the entire area as an

ASEAN Heritage Site. The mountain

area has also gained worldwide

attention for being the Last

regaining habitat of the endangered

Philippine monkey- eating eagle/ the

world's largest eagle.

Today, more than half of the

park area has been degraded, A fire

in 1983, destroyed hundreds of

hectares of forest. Encroachment

from Lowland migrants has also

threatened much of this Bagobo

area. Forced from the Lowlands

because of inequitable Land

distribution, largely due to

expanding plantation agriculture,

these migrants settle on the sloping

Bagobo Lands. Lacking traditional

Bagobo knowledge of hillside

shifting cultivation, the

agricultural practices of the

migrants often lead to the

depletion of soil fertility and



erosion. As this migration

continues, the declining Land base

leads to shorter fallow periods,

threatening the carrying capacity of

the fragile upland ecosystem*

In December 1988 PNOC

submitted to the

Environmenta Lmanagement Bu reau C EHB

)

of the OENR an Environmental Impact

Assessment CEIA) of the

experimental wells. This assessment

was reviewed by an EHB committee as

well as number of private citizens

concerned about the project. The EI

A

received wide criticisms from many

citizens for neglecting the social

impact on Bagobo communities and the

environmental destruction that

resulting migration into the park

might cause. Furthermore the EIA

only discussed the physical

environmental impact of the two test

wells and avoids addressing the far

Larger impact of the

proposed 35-40 wells.

In early August of this year, a

fact-finding team made up of

Philippine-based and international

NGO's visited the project area,

uhile on the summit, the team

photographed the entire project

site area. Through examination of

these photographs it is not

difficult to show the enormous

environmental damage that 35 -AO

geotherma I wells will cause on that

side of the park, Lacking in

PNOCs EIA is the fact that the

project site is one of the few

remaining areas of primary growth

forest on that side of the mountain.

The proposed project site is a

critical watershed area and one of

the few which was untouched by the

1983 fire.

IS THIS PROJECT REALLY NEEDED?

uhen examining any development

project, it is essential to weigh

the potent ia L positive contributions

against the negative social and

environmental impacts. When the Mt

15

Apo Geotherma I Project is examined

in this way, it is difficult to

justify the large government

investments in the site. The

existing generating capacity in

Mindanao is largely sufficient at

this time, as evidenced by the fact

that the Nana Cristina Falls and

other hydro-sources connected to

Lake Lanao often dump excess power,

selling it to Local cooperatives

at greatly reduced prices. It is

apparent that energy shortages in

Mindanao result from periodic

droughts such as in 1977.

THE ALTERNATIVES

It therefore makes far

greater sense to invest in the

protection of critical watersheds in

order to maintain consistent water

Levels for the generating needs of

the Agus Hydroelectric facilities.

UhiLe demand will certainly increase,

there are no indications that the

increases will be at the Level

predicted by the National Power

Corporation (NPC). Industrial growth

patterns in Mindanao fall far below

those of Luzon. Given the amount of

social unrest and ecological damage

the project will cause/ it is

necessary that the government begin

to explore alternative ways to

generate power in Mindanao,

Possible alternatives are,

rehabilitation of existing plants,

bringing on Line private idle plants

(i.e. that of the Oavao Light and

Power Corporation), small-scale

hydro, an increased use of power

barges , deve Lopitent of

non- conventional energy sources, and

attempts to decrease systems

Losses w i thin the Mindanao grid.

Regret tab Ly /
none of these options

are being exolored at this time.

In addition to these

alternatives, one of the most

effect i ve i nves t ments the

Philippine government can make is

in the efficient use and

conservation of existing power.

In February of this year,

recognizing the high payback rates of

investments in energy conservation

and end -use efficiency, the World

Bank changed the priorities of the

power sector loan to Brazil from

power generation to conservation,

This move was Largely in response

to the pressure from within Brazil

and internationally which promoted

the studies of Dr. Jose Goldemberg

which showed that an investment of

eight billion dollars in energy

efficiency and conservation in

Brazil would save that country

$30 billion. While these figures

will change f rom coun t ry to

country, it is clear that these types

of investments can not only save

governments from spending precious

foreign exchange reserves but will

also serve as investments into

social, spiritual and environmental

staoi lity.

MT APO AS AN INTEGRATED PROTECTED

AREA

Earlier this year, the World

Bank announced that a grant of $3

million had been give to the

Phi lippine government to the

development of a plan to revitalize

the national parks system. Known

as the Integrated Protected Areas

Systen (IPAS), this project has

identified Mt. Apo Sandawa as a

priority area. Upon Learning this,

Bagobo Leaders have expressed

interest in exploring the

possibility of working with the

Philippine government to protect

the mountain. Such a cooperation,

they insist, must begin with the

recognition that the entire fit. Apo

area is Bagobo ancestral lands. This

would be the first step in

stabilizing the rapidly

deteriorating areas of the park.

The Bagobo have formulated plans to

reforest much of t^e degraded areas

and to convince Lowland migrants not

to enter and farm in the protected

areas. In a recent meeting >n



Mindanao, Bagobo Leaders spoke

eloquent Ly of their responsibility to

care for the sacred area and to

guide and educate mountain climbers

and others visitors about the

spiritual and ecological dimensions

of their homeland.

At this tine, only the

Japanese (Overseas Econom i c

Development Fund), the World Bank,

and the Asian Development Bank have

been identified as having serious

talks with the Philippine Government

about the financing of the project.

CONCLUSIONS

Numerous petitions and other

appeals to President Aquino to

cancel the project have come from

the Lumad communities, the

Department of Environment and

Natural Resources, the Department of

Tourism, and domestic and

international non- governmental

organizations. Thus far, there has

been no response from the

President, At this time, there is

great concern among the Lumad and

their supporters that the

Philippine National Oil

Corporation, through its inside

contact with the President, has

shielded firs, Aquino from the

widespread concern over the

project,

irirk

Please send a telex, fax, or

Letter, to the office of the

President urging her to cancel the

implementation of the project. An

example follows this letter. The

telex and fax numbers are: Telex,

no. 2361 PRES PU; Fax no. 6327421648,

Note the involvement and apparent

interest in funding the project

on the part of the world Bank, the

Asian Development Bank and the

government of Japan. Your letters

to these players woult1 be

appreciated. Please send copies to

Jim Barnes, Chip fay and Alex

Hittle

Environmental Policy Institute

218 0. St. SE Washington, DC

20003 Telephone: 202-544-2600

FAX: 202-543-4710

On behalf of the Bagobo and others,

thanks again for your help on these

issues.

[sample letter]

President Corazon Aquino

Malacanang Palace

Manila, Philippines

Dear rtrs. President,

Ue are writing to express our

serious concern over the plan to

develop geotherroal power in the Ht.

Apo area of Mindanao. Nt. Apo is the

ancestral land to the Bagobo and

holds great spiritual significance

to these people, fit. Apo has also

been identified as one the richest

botanical reserves in Southeast Asia

and has accordingly been awarded

the honor of being an ASEAN

Heritage site by the ASEAN member

countries. Bagobo leaders have

been Leading opposition to this

project on the grounds that it wiLL

destroy the sanctity and ecology of

their Land. Ue strongly urge that

your government explore

alternatives to developing the

geothermal resources on Mt. Apo and

work instead to protect this

ecologies LLy fragile and sacred area.

Trtbals oppose

Mindanao
Reafforestation

Project
"Land is not for sale. Selling the

Land is like selling yourself

because the Land remains but you

Leave, " CDatu Estaban Hanobo)

Two representatives from the

Organization for Tribal Filipinos
1

Emancipation recently spoke in

Australia on their way to New

Zealand to Lobby against a Hew

Zealand Government sponsored

reforestation programme. The

programme will seriously encroach

on thei r ancestral land in the

Bukidnon area in Mindanao,

The Bukidnon Industrial

Plantation Project (BIPP) is an

industrial tree plantation programme

to be implemented over a 33 year

period covering a total of 14,000 ha.

The BIPP will utilise fast growing

tree specie*, such as Falcata, Bagras,

Yemane nod Hang i urn. They will be

harvested after 10-15 years for pulp

and paper production as well as for

log export. The project will be

funded by the New Zealand Government

(56%) and the Philippines

Government with Loans from either

the world Bank or the Asian

Development Bank. The total project

cost is around 400 million pesos.

Approximately 14,142 tribal

individuals or 2357 families are

affected by the programme. They

see it as typical of other

disastrous reforestation projects

in the Philippines. While claiming

to benefit all, the BIPP, according

to the tribals, will "exploit our

ancestral Land and Labour resource

and cause us more abject poverty".

They cite the following objections to

the BIPP.

MAJOR OBJECTIONS TO THE BIPP

They claim that the

Government's primary priority is

to cater to foreign commercial

interests. It will sacrifice domestic

requirements of the sam resources



and make a mockery of its stated

ecological motives for the project.

in addition the BIPP proposes

that the tribats exchange their

ancestral claims to land for

possible employment and

questionable social benefits. The

BIPP proposal only identifies 60

affected families and will issue each

of then a very tenuous certificate

of stewardship for a mere 25 years.

This is a blatant attack on native

rights to ancestral lands which the

people consider to a gift from God

and owned by no -one.

Further, the BIPP proposes to

employ 465 people annually of whom

400 will be seasonal and 65

permanent. Only 20% of the

breadwinners of the affected families

will be employed. They will have to

compete with outside contract labour

who will be paid a mere 21.30 pesos

(Aust$2.50 approx.) per day.

Another objection to the BIPP

is that the proposed budget

excludes social welfare

allocations such as adult

literacy, health care, youth and

women's programmes. This raises

grave doubts about the BIPP's

sincerity in this regard.

The strongest case against the

8IPP relates to its disregard of

existing social, cultural and

political systems, and failure to

consult with local people. The BIPP

asserts that the Local Lumad

people are not too "wise to the ways

of the world they are too

trustful and gullible".

ALTERNATIVE PROPOSAL

In response, the Lumad

organization, the Kahugpungan Sa

Lumadnon Kalingkawasan ULK) have

stated:

" Our vision that one day we will

have a self-reliant community

harnessing out own Mterial and

human resources will ultimately be

denied by this project. It will only

aggravate the cultural erosion

caused disruptive forces from outside

which slowly eat away our identity

and the productive forces amongst

us."

The Lumads put forward their

alternative plan of using only

nat i ve trees such as Balangas

,

KauLo, Dao, Olayan, Titi-i, Wang

wang, Lawaan, Narra, Tugas, and

Lugimit. These varieties will

provide fruit, medicine and timber

as well as protecting the

watershed. In addition they propose a

form of Kaingin or swidden

agriculture as an alternative

reforestation programme. With the

help of tribal elders , communal

forest plots could be identified and

the concept of an ecologically sound

Kaingin would serve as a model for

the whole country.

Such a project would include

fish farming, poultry, vegetable

farming and a marketing

co-operative. It would be

administered through the traditional

political structure of the Lumads

to ensure its smooth running.

Already identified obstacles to the

plan include the pervasive threat

from US-backed vigi Lantee groups

(e.g. the forced recruitment by the

notorious Civilian Armed Forces

Geographical Units), the co-option

of native Leaders, and Christian

chauv i ni st s who I i ke past

colonialists refuse to recognise

tribal beliefs and culture.

Further information can be

obtained by contacting: ICaduma -Lumad

Misor-Buk, 2nd Floor K of C

Building, Cathedral Grounds 9000

Cagayan de Oro City, The Philippines.

Letters of politely worded protest

could be sent to the President of the

Philippines (see previous article)

and the Prime Minister of New

Zealand (Parliament House,

Wellington, N.IJ.
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Boycott Beef

;

The Rainforest Information Centre

recently received a copy of a Letter

from three academics James D.

Nations, Susanna Hecht and George

Ledec, concerned with rainforest

preservation in Costa Rica - the

Letter was sent to Oikos - Danish

journaL in reply to an article by

Daniel janzen entitled "Buy Costa

Pi can Beef" (Janzen 1988:257-258).

Janren argues that consumers

should support the Costa Rican

economy by buying its beef because

export earnings from its sales

you Id go toward the preservatin

of national parks in that country.

He writes "When you slice into the

Costa Rican economy because you

think that will save forest from the

cattle industry you are making

serious cuts in the forests

budgetary bulwark. "(Janzen: 258)

Nat ionns, Hecht and Ledec think

conserva t i on in develop i ng

countries should support sound rural

development but differ with Janzen

over the inclusion of beef cattle

ranching in this category.

Buy Bananas
They point out the contradictions

in Janzen' s arguments noting that

"clearing for cattle ranching is the

number one cause of tropical

forest destruction in Central

America. Without its beef cattle

industry, Costa Rica would have a Lot

more forested areas to declare as

national parks". { P. 5 Nations, Hecht

and Ledec)

They also demonstrate how support

for cattle ranching helps to prop

up a parasitic economy which

benefits only the wealthy minority

for whom cattle raising provides a

source of subsidies, land

speculation, and tax evasion scams.

The Letter is an important and

detailed contribution to the cause

of rainforest preservation in Central

America, refuting as it does the

fallacies of the "exploit at all

costs" paradigm of development

economi cs

.

The Letter is available upon

request from the Rainforest

Information Centre,

REPORT COMPILED BY TIM WHITE 18/10/89

DON'T BUY BURMESE TEAK

The RAN board has agreed to

support the World Rainforest

Movement's April 17 declaration

calling for a ban on all imports of

tropical timber and wood products

from natural forests, and urges flAN

members to boycott such goods.

At the moment it is

particularly critical to boycott

Burmese and so-called Thai teak.

The recent ban on Logging in

Thailand and Laos has increased the

demand for teak from Burma, which

has some 80 percent of the world's

supply, and the Burmese government,

desperate for funds to finance its

brutal war on indigenous

tribespeople, has accelerated its

sales of teak concessions to

outside interests, mainly Thai Lumber

companies. Consumers should assume

all teak is Burmese unless retailers

can

prove it to be otherwise. Ask to see

written documentation, and forward

copies to RAN.

RAN believes that the ban on

tropical timber should be total,

with the important exception of wood

products that can be proven to be

from community -based, sustainably

managed forest reserves that don't

conflict with native Land rights, and

where working conditions meet some

reasonable standard,

TEAK QUESTIONS AHD ANSWERS:

Is teak a rainforest wood?

Yes, says Catherine Caufield,

author of "In the Rainforest."

What will forest dwellers do without

the teak industry 4

s jobs and cash?

LocaL people seldom receive the

benefits. The profits go to

wealthy middlemen and foreign

investors.

How will banning teak and other

tropical hardwoods that are not

harvested in sustainable ways save

vanishing rainforests?

A U.S. ban on tropical hardwood

imports would eliminate a Large part

of the international market and send

a strong message to the rest of the

world that the U.S. public refuses to

participate in the destruction of

tropical forests.



Amazon
The Value

of l^iinforestT.
Exploitation of non-wood resources

would provide profits while

conserving Anaion forests. Yet

little is done to promote their

development. A study published in

Nature magazine C 29 June 1989)

presented data on the relative

value of timber and non -timber

products in one hectare of

Amazon rainforest. The results

indicate that tropical forests are

worth considerably more than has

been previously thought, and that

non-wood resources are worth awch

more than timber resources.

The study was done by Charles, fl.

Peters (of the Institute of

Economic Botany, New York Botanical

Garden)
; Alwyn. H. Gentry

(Missouri Botanical Garden St,

Louis.) and Robert . Mendelsohn

(School of Forestry and Environmental

Studies, Yale University) The area

of forest chosen was 30km south west

of the city of Iquitos in Peru.

DOING THE SUMS

A systematic botanical inventory was

made of the site. About 350 trees

(407* of the totai number) were found

to yield products (including

timber) of commercial value in

Iquitos, Yields of edible fruit

were estimated by measurement or from

interviews of Local collectors.

Latex yields were taken from previous

studies. The timber yield was

estimated from published equations

relating diameter at breast height to

commercial height. The value of the

products was then calculated at

current market rates.

The Labour costs were calculated

by direct observation of

collection procedures and interviews.

Transport and other costs were

estimated for each product, based on

current market values.

Once costs were deducted it was

estimated that the net annual

revenues from fruit and Latex were

$400 and %22 respectively.

Collections of these products can be

made annual ly, and so the net

revenue froa future harvests must be

taken into account. Taking this

into account, the study estimated the

net present value (NPV) of

sustainable fruit and Latex harvests

at $6,330 per hectare. The NPV was

taken to be V divided by R, where V

is the annual net revenue and R is a

5% inflation- free discount rate of

these annuities.

This compares with a net revenue of

$1,000 for all the unliable timber

on the site. However when the

damage that timber extraction

inflicts on fruit trees, the

extraction of timber makes even

Less sense. The net financial

gain from timber extraction would

reduce to zero if as few as IS fruit

trees were damaged by logging,

PLANTATION AND PASTURE vs FOREST

The Nature article then explores the

possibility of sustainable

harvesting of timber. No-one has

yet shown that sustainable

commercial logging of rainforests is

possible and the evidence strongly

suggests that it is not (see

Professor Len Uebb's article in URft

13), Even assuming that such a thing

is possible, the authors conclude:

"Fruits and Latex represent more than

90% of the total market value of the

forest, and the market value of

non-wood products would increase even

further if it were possible to

include the revenues generated by

the sale of medicinal plants,

lianas and small palms."

Therefore, they conclude, "timber

management is a marginal option in

this forest."

The study then compares the

productivity of a hectare of

Amazonian plantation tiiber and a

hectare of fully stocked Brazilian

cattle pasture to their estimate of

the productivity of the hectare of

intact rainforest. Using the same

formula to calculate the NPV*s,

these are the figures.

Plantation NPV: $3,184

Pasture NPV: $2,960

Forest (sustainable) NPV: $6,330

So why does the burning and the

logging go on? The authors: "Ue

believe that the problem lies not in

the actual value of these resources,

but in the failure of public policy

to realise it. Tropical timber is

sold in international markets and

generates substantial amounts of

foreign exchange. , . Non-wood products

on the other hand ...are extremely

hard to monitor and easy to ignore

i n i nternat i ona L account i ng schemes

.

11

This may be another way of saying

no-one is taking any notice of the

little guys.

it could well be that for many

people, particularly those whose

livelihood depends on the rainforest,

economic arguments are the most

powerful ones and the case made in

this study is very convincing.

Sources: Nature Vol 339 29 June 1989.

World Rainforest Report 13

July 1989
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Triends of the

Amazon forest
The President of Brazil has just

granted title to 2 nit Lion acres

of rainforest in the state of

Amazonas to an extractive reserve

called Napia 1 - Inauini . An

organisation known as Friends of

the Amazon Forest is helping to

start the extractive reserve.

Friends of the Amazon Forest is a

North American coram itroent to a

South American country. We are

an outgrowth of a small group of

concerned citizens who would like to

retain what is stiLL Left of

our natural environment. Our

interest is the Earth's tropical

rainforests-- in particular the

Amazon forest. Current ly, the

general estimate of

deforestation is 10% per year.

This past June, forest Land was

cleared. Large tractors with 10

meter wheels string a ship's

anchor chain between them and

drive through the forest pulling

down the great trees, destroying

countless creatures and plants which

find their life support systems in

the trees. The trees are Left to dry

out. This September, burning wiLL

begin. Massive amounts of smoke

fro* this section of the world will

continue to compound the

" g reenhouse effect .

' 1

rtAPIA^lNAUlNl EXTRACTIVE RESERVE

The development of the project for

establishing an extractive reserve

at Hapiaf'-Inauini in the Amazon

forest has been very rapid. After

Paulo Roberto's lecture at Harvard

University on the situation in

the Amazon forest, he met with

Dr, Noel Brown at the United

Mat ions Environmental Program. Dr.

Brown was very supportive, and

helped Paulo to draw up the

proposal for the project.

Soon after this, the Brazilian

government became very interested

in the project, and agreed to

grant the land title for 1.2 million

acres for the preserve. Paulo

Roberto and Paulo Coutinho were

then invited by U.M.E.P. to come

to New York this June, to attend

meetings and to do fund raising,

Paulo also gave a Lecture at the

United Nations on this trip as

well as giving a talk at Harvard

aga i n

.

WHAT IS AN EXTRACTIVE RESERVE?

An extractive reserve is an area

of Land where the natural

products of the Land are

harvested without disturbing the

ecology of the area. The products

are marketed at a fair price and the

money is channeled back into the

community, allowing the people to

live with dignity in their natural

environment. The people who Live in

the forest are the natural

guardians of the forest. If they

cannot make a reasonable Living in

the forest, they Leave for the cities

and abandon their natural home.

Ecological preserves w i thout

Land-tenure for the people have

proved to be ineffective. The

cattle ranchers claim the Land,

kill the people, and destroy the

forest. For this reason, the

Braz i L ian government regards

extractive reserves as the most

viable solution to deforestation. It

is a solution generated from the

Brazilian people themselves and

one which assures the sovereignty,

prosperity, and dignity of those

people who are saving the rainforest

for the benefit of everyone on

Earth. (Such was the vision of Chico

Mendes, who was murdered earlier

this year by cattle ranchers because

of his work in promoting the idea

of extractive reserves.)

At this point the main products of

the forest are rubber and Brazil

nuts. However, there are i&any

other products which can be

extracted, the potential of which

is as yet unexplored. The idea

of the extractive reserve at

Hapia 1 -Inauini is to create a

self-sufficient community, complete

with rubber mi L L and nut mill and

means of transportation to and

from the outside world. This

community can then become a focal

point and a model for creating wore

extractive reserves around it, and

can thus secure the forest from

further destruction. The Brazilian

government has agreed in principle to

extend the reserve throughout the

forest. However, time is of the

essence; it is estimated that the

initial cost of setting up the

reserve with the necessary

techno Log? cat. support will be about

7 mil Lion dollars over a period

of four years. If you would Like to

see a copy of the proposal, please

call or write the F.A.F. office

[see end of posting}-

HOW CAN I HELP?

rour donations are greatly

appreciated at this time, in order

to get the project underway. At

this moment, funds are needed in

order to expedite the process of the

official granting of the Land

titles, and also to generate

feasibility studies, etc. Such

expenses as the printing of copies of

the proposal and travel back and

forth to the jungle for Paulo also

need to be covered, while we are

working on generating the larger

funds for such things as the Brazil

nut and rubber processing plants. We

also need more people to help us

in our organizational work. If

you would Like to volunteer, please

contact us. The fate of the

rainforest depends on the efforts

of each of us as individuals.

Friends of the Amazon Forest

P.O. Box 625

Cambridge, HA 02140

617-868-69

Gary S. TrujiLLo



Brazilian Govt.

Stymies forest

Research
An increasing Ly xenophobic Brazilian

government is blocking new research

and jeopardising Long- terra studies by

scientists into the environment.

But the hardening attitudes coincide

with a flood of new results from one

of the biggest research programmes

ever conducted in the Amazon/ the

Maraca Rainforest Project. Maraca

is a large island on the River

Amazon

.

F i ve resea rch prog rammes

investigated the island's ecology,

forest regeneration, soils and

hydrology, medicinal application of

plants, entomology and patterns of

land development.

In April of this year British and

Brazilian scientists presented their

findings in hanaus, the capital of

Amazonia, Discoveries made during

the project include a tree whose sap

contains a drug with potential in

the search for a cure for AIDS. They

have also conducted studies which

may pinpoint methods to make

faming practices more successful.

And researchers have identified

scores of previously unknown species.

The discovery that the bean tree

(Alexa canaracunensis) con- tains

castanospermine caused a great

deal of excitement, Castanospermine

is an alkaloid being tested as a

potential drug to fight AIDS.

For scientists and conservationists

the findings from the Maraca project

strengthen the argument for

conserving the tropical

rainforests.

But the Brazilian government is

growing more openly hosti le to

research plans for the region. This

is believed to be a backlash against

international moves to thwart the

Brazilian governments ongoing

destruction of the rainforests

within their borders (In April this

year the total area so far destroyed

was estimated to be 9.32 of the

total area.) International pressure

is also being b Lamed by the

government for stopping such

unethical development projects as

the massive Zingu River dam - a

project which would have seen Indian

homelands and thousands of acres of

forest inundated.

Today scientists are not welcome in

Brazil and there are growing fears

that the army could declare a

complete shutdown of the northern

parts because it is a "sensitive

area" as it is invaded by thousands

of Lawless prospectors clashing

with Indian communities and ignoring

land rights.

An important study of forest

regeneration has been grounded

because scientist's visas are not

being approved for the necessary

return visits which Long-term studies

entail.

Report compiled by Tim unite from an

article in New Scientist, 27th of

Hay ,1989, by Debbie Hacklin.

AMAZON RAINFOREST FOUNDATION

The foundation was formed after Raoni and sting's

visit to Australia in Hay 1989, The mam objective of the

RFA is to raise funds to create a Kayapo Indian Reserve

along the Xingu River in ten North East Amazon nearly 3

tines the size of Tasmania, Fund raising is proceeding

well all around the worLd. Stingos highly successful

promotional tour of Australia was the first of many fund

raising activities, some of which have already been held and

others that are planned. They include: the production

of Christmas cards, T-shirts, posters, calendars, books

and films; the Environment Day Benefit Concert at the

Sydney Entertainment Centre, an Art Exhibition and various

social events.

The RFA also publishes a quarterly newsletter, the

Amazon Rainforest Report. In Late October the International

Director of RFA, Bruce narquardt will visit Australia

and the already established links with RAG groups and

the RIC will be strengthened in a series of meetings.

P Leaser contact the RFA if you have any ideas for raising

funds or planning events to help save the Amazon.

Jonathon King, Executive Director, Amazon Rainforest

Foundation, P.O. Box 123 Palm Beach 2108 NSW Australia.

Ph.& fax: 918 8388



Three Million Sign for Forests.
Representatives of forest people from

Brazil, the Philippines and other

Third World countries, whose Lives

are being shattered by the ruthless

deforestation of their traditional

Lands by loggers, miners, cattle

ranchers, and the process of

development, presented 3 million

signatures from 23 countries to

Secretary General Peres de Cue Liar

on 19 September,

It was a dramatic scene on Tuesday

in the normally staid marble Lobby

of the United Nations, Twelve

wheelbarrows were steered into the

hall and emptied of 3 million

signatures petitioning the world body

to save the rainforest.

Organizers from the world Rainforest

Movement refused to leave without

personally meeting

Secretary-Genera I Javier Perez de

Cue liar, Confronted by mountains of

paper from 23 countries, the

Secretary-Genera I

delegation.

agreed to see a

They are calling

special session

Assembly of

consider a

for an emergency

of the General

the United Nations to

plan to bring an

immediate halt to the present runaway

destruction of tropical and temperate

rainforests - to ensure their

sustainable use under the guidance of

the forest people themselves.

A special session of the U.N. can

only* be called at the request of a

majority of its member governments

or by the Security Council. Such

a regulation is judged by the

organisers of this event as

"archaic and irrelevant". The

organisers,

Movement,

representing

World NGO's,

the World Rainforest

Penang, Malaysia,

60 Largely Third

and Ecoropa, the

European action group based in

Paris, France, believe that "humanity

today faces its gravest security

crisis of all times. It is not caused

by the threat of war but by that

of global ecological degradation,

which is worsening at such a rate

that for the first time in the

human experience, the very

survival of our species is in

serious doubt."

Perez De Cue Liar, asked earlier

about a special session, said the

important thing was that the

current General Assembly approve a

strong resolution on preserving

rainforest. Assembly resolutions

do not bind member nations.

If the General Assembly will not

seriously consider a plan to deal

with such a crisis, and in particular

one which deals with one of its

principal components, global

deforestation, then who will?

Indeed, why have a General Assembly?

One hundred and fifty acres of

forest are destroyed every minute

and deforestation has

been variously described as "the

greatest natural calamity since the

Ice Age", "the greatest ecological

disaster ever perpetrated by man",

and "a threat to civilisation second

only to thermonuclear war".

The Tropical Forest Action Plan

CTFAP), which UN agencies

presently propose as a means for

dealing with the problem, ts

severely flawed and its

r
I V'.M:. 'V .ill

implementation can only exacerbate

the problem.

Prior to presenting the petition and

signatures to Mr. Perez de CuelLar,

a press conference was held at 10

a.m. at 777 United Nations Plaza,

12th floor. The plan, "An Emergency

Call to Action for the Forests and

their Peoples" will be presented to

the press. Attending the press

conference were representatives of

indigenous people and environmental

groups from Malaysia, the

Philippines, India, Brazil, Canada,

USA, France and Austria as well as

the Editor of The Ecologist and

religious leaders.

Sources:

Martin Khar

Associated Press,

Coordinator

World Rainforest Movement

World Rainforest Movement

87 Cantonment Road

10250 Penang

MALAYSIA



Traditional

Medicine
The ric received information

earlier this year from the

brilliant Indian pharmacist, Rajeev

Khedfcar about the Traditional

Medicine Program of the Academy of

Development Science.

The Indian system of medicine

(Ayurveda) has a glorious tradition

and it caters to the health care

needs of the majority of rural

population even today. The urban

folks have become slaves of the

Western system of medicine

Allopathy - to such an extent that

traditional medicine is jeopardise.

Even the tribal people spend huge

sums (by their standards) to get an

"injection 1
* instead of going to a

folk healer, thereby encouraging

the mi 1 1 ions of quacks operating in

rural areas.

The Academy is engaged in

revitalising traditional medicine

in India. It is trying to remove

the weaknesses by working with

tribal doctors and village Level

health workers. They are trained in

various aspects of traditional

medicine by experts at the

Academy. At the same time, we are

attempting to document the

traditional knowledge of the tribal

healers. We nave also formed a

network of voluntary organisations in

different parts of India and are

also interacting with

Universities/Research Institutes of

Ayurveda and government agencies.

Traditional medicine also suffers

due to unavailability of medicine

plants to the rural people, and in

this context our attempts to

estabLish a Genebank of medicinal

plants for conservation and

educational purposes assumes

significance.

The various components of this centre

are:

1 a Genebank [garden] of medicinal

plants for conservation and

education purposes

2 a small seed bank and a nursery

to distribute seed/plant lets to

local people

3 a tissue culture lab for rapid

multiplication of plants needed in

large quantities and propagation of

difficult to propogate and endangered

medicinal plants,

4 a training and education centre

for folk practitioners, village

Level health workers / students and

interested laymen.

5 a documentation and communication

centre

The present situation is such that

we have 27 acres of Land and my

wish is to write a proposal for the

project and submit it to various

funding agencies. We cannot begin

any work till we receive

financial support from sponsors and

in this matter I would appreciate

if you put us in touch with funding

agencies interested in conservation

of plants and traditional aedicine,

I request you to give us the

advantage of your wide experience in

this field.

The revegetation projects in the

Narjat Tribal Block are aimed at

improving tree cover as well as

providing sustenance to the tribal

people. Fruit collected by tribal

people are processed at the Academy

and sold in cities. This unit works

on a co-operative basis. This

encourages the people to grow and

protect fruit trees. Also, seed

and saplings of other indigenous

trees are distributed from our

nursery to the local people. However,

we do not have a revegetation

project in any fixed area.

ye have the active support of the

governmeent in these matters and we

could negotiate a deal with them to

obtain Land. The most important

thing is that we have the active

support of the Local tribals and

they would participate in our project

If you would like to support this
j

work, please write to RIC (or to«

Rajeev directly) for a detailed

funding submission. ^

Rajeev Khedkai

E/5, Guru Prasad 90 Fc€t Cros^ W.

Arunodaya Nagar

Bombay 400 081

"PUBLICATION ON AFRICA ENVIRONMENT"

Time Running Out - The Urgent Need

For Tree Planting in Africa is a

report written by our colleague Bob

Mann as a contribution to the debate

on the causes and effects of

ecological degradation in Africa*

He has made detailed studies

of Land use change, water table

Levels and soil temperatures. The

daily observations of Hann and his

team revealed that rapidly

declining tree cover led to

increasing aridity.

The efforts at finding Local

solutions to these problems

convinced him that there was hope

of arresting the decline if greater

resources were put into assisting

village communities with

agroforestry projects. Since then Bob

Mann has visited Ghana and Tigray

where the effects of years of drought

are even more dramatic.

What is so special about this report

is its village Level view. It is in

the villages and Local communities

that Mann believes the damage can

be halted. This accords with the

experience of voluntary agencies

Like Christian Aid in their

efforts to stimulate sustainable

development at the grass roots. The

weight of evidence is convincing

and the time remaining for remedial

actions short. That is why we want to

make the paper avai lable to people

and organisations who have the

influence and the expertise to take

matters further.

If you would like a FftEE copy of

the report, contact us via GEONET,

write to Christian aid, Research

Unit, PO 80X 100, London 5E' ^RT,



B©nations VvlO

THE RAINFOREST INFORMATION
CENTRE needs substantial donations now to

cover materials, printing, mail out, running

exists, actions, and conservation workers

overseas. Your support will assure support for

the earth.

The Director

Australian Conservation Foundation

672B Glenferrie Road, Hawthorn, Victoria

3122

I attach a donation to the Australian

Conservation Foundation. I prefer thatthis

donation should be spent for the purpose of the

RAINFOREST INFORMATION CENTRE. I

understand that this donation is tax

deductible and therefore look forward to your

receipt.

Name (block

letters) -

TAX DEDUCTIBLE DONATIONS

Please post the first form to ACF with your
cheque, and the second directly to the

RAINFOREST INFORMATION CENTRE

P.O. Box 368, Lismore, NS.W. 2480

I have forwarded today to the Australian

Conservation Foundation a donation

expressing a preference that it be spent for the

purpose of the Rainforest Information Centre,

Name (block

letters)

Address
Postcode

Amount($)
Signature Date.

Address.
.Postcode.

Amount(S).
Signature Date.

If tax deductibility is not required, please send

your donations direct to:

RAINFOREST INFORMATION CENTRE,
P.O. BOX 368, LISMORE 2480

Rainforest Information Centre

P.O. Box 368
Lismore, 2480
Australia,

Please add me to the list of subscribers to the WORLD RAINFOREST
REPORT, Ienclose a cheque/money order for four issues . Cost for
four issues: $15 (Aust) $20 (Overseas)
Cheques should be payable to Rainforesty Information Centre
Please send my subscription to:

Name
:

Addres s :

Postcode: Country:

PLEASE NOTE: ALL PAYMENTS MUST BE IN AUSTRALIAN CURRENCY

Printing by BlackRainbow Graphics P.O. Box 201 , THE EPICENTRE, Bryon Bay NSW 248

1
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